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1. OVERVIEW

1.1 General

The Matlset Road system is built on very steep south and west-facing
slopes above Matlset Narrows and Bedwell Sound, 13 km northeast of
Tofino, B.C. (Figure 1).  Timber on the surrounding slopes was
harvested about 10 years ago.  Several road sections have nearly been
lost to severe landsliding; fill along the crest of much of the road system
is highly distressed and will likely fail.

Deactivation work with a tracked excavator and eventual vegetation
reclamation will have positive results and are the only possible means of
preventing or limiting future landsliding along the substandard road
system.

The average gradient of the road system is calculated to be 19%.  There
was little or no end haul during road construction.  Most harvested areas
have slopes of 67% or steeper with much exposed bedrock (Figures 2
and 3).  The area may be very dry in summer but receives heavy rain
during winter.  Most slides probably occurred during periods of heavy
rain.  All but one slide occurred prior to 1988 when the last available
aerial photos were flown (BCC 835 290-292).

This report assumes all work will be carried out in dry weather in a
seasonal window of opportunity when dry ground conditions prevail.

Personnel safety will be the prime consideration in all phases of field
deactivation work.  There are 7 landslide scarp locations where heavy
equipment passage will be challenging.

Before bidding on the work, excavation contractors should inspect the 7
difficult areas.  The contractor should confirm our current judgement
that passage is possible for a Cat 225 excavator or a similar machine.

No contractor can make advance commitments to cross these areas and a
geotechnical engineer must give final on-site approval for heavy
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equipment passage.  The engineer will re-evaluate these sites at the time
of construction to ensure ground conditions are the same as during our
mid-May investigation.

We assume all equipment for the deactivation work will be barged to the
site and camp will be set up near Matlset Narrows.  A location on the
north side of Matlset Narrows has a low-relief rocky shoreline and, in
our judgement, is suitable for a barge landing.  A tracked excavator has
to climb the roads to their extreme points and, in doing so, must
rehabilitate many wooden culverts, push aside a number of very large
boulders and clear 10-year accumulations of rock, soil and some logs to
allow passage.  Road improvements during the ascent must also allow
passage of a 4x4 vehicle to support the work.

We prescribe deactivation work involving fill pullback and other,
sometimes difficult, work covering about 4 km of road.  Another 3.3 km
will only require cross ditching or wooden culvert removal.  The
deactivation work will be difficult to very difficult and excavation
contractors should be advised to bid accordingly.

1.2 Hazard and Risk Assessment

Hazard

Area slopes were logged some 10 years ago.  Since that time, 19 distinct,
road-related landslides have occurred on 3.9 km of abandoned forest
road (Figure 4).  This report recommends pull back of unstable fill over
this distance.  Two landslides originated on clear cut slopes above
Bedwell Sound (Figure 4).

Our order of magnitude estimate is that the background level of hazard
probability on the unharvested slopes and gullies may have been in the
range 1:300 to less than 1:500 annually.  A stability map showing
current relative stability conditions is given Appendix A.

Road construction has generated a realized probability of:
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    19 events             = 0.49 events per km per year.
10 yr. x 3.9 km

Another means of expressing this relation is by the steep-slope cut-block
area:

(1.3 km2):      19 events         = 1.5 events per km2
 per year.

                 10 yr. x 1.3 km2

In our judgement, these probabilities are a reasonable estimate of road-
related landslide occurrences over the next 10 years, particularly as
wood debris which supports side cast fill continues to rot.  The
geotechnical road deactivation is likely to reduce occurrence probability
by about 10 times.  The magnitude of landsliding will also be reduced.
This means that after the geotechnical deactivation work, one (or 0.49)
relatively small landslide should be anticipated along the pulled-back
slopes in the next 10 years.  Vegetation reclamation should lead to
further improvement, especially in 5 or more years.

Risk

Elements at risk on the Matlset slopes are continued loss of productive
forest soil, siltation of area waterways, degradation of scenic values, and
possible loss of valuable timber.  The geotechnical road deactivation will
also reduce the vulnerability of these elements.

2. GENERALIZED INSTRUCTIONS FOR ROAD DEACTIVATION

2.1 General

We expect there is an abundance of cobbles and boulders in the Matlset
fill.  Some of the boulders are so large and delicately poised that the
geotechnical engineer may advise against pull back, even if
operationally feasible.  In a number of instances, loose boulders may be
pushed to trigger their release under controlled conditions.
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Geotechnical prescriptions deal with rebuilding slopes and improving
drainage but vegetation reclamation is also a key element of the
deactivation process.  Reconstructed slopes, roadway areas and some
landslide slopes will be planted with trees, shrubs or grasses in the fall of
1994.  A preliminary vegetation reclamation assumption is given in
Appendix C.  Personnel involved in the geotechnical deactivation should
do everything possible to promote successful revegetation conditions.

2.2 Sealing Ditches

All pull back material (soil, rock, broken slash) should be placed against
the foot of the adjacent cut slope.  Road ditches or erosion channels
along the base of soil and rock cuts must be completely filled and the fill
compacted with the bucket of the excavator.

An abundance of cobbles and boulders and shortage of relatively fine
soil (sand and gravel) means some ditch fill will be of less than optimal
quality.  Where there is a choice, the finest grained, available soil should
be placed at the foot of the cut slopes.

2.3 Rebuilding Cross Slopes

Ideally, a slope across a roadway in cut should be restored to its original
angle.  This means the operator must find original ground beneath the fill
crest and try to match the top of the cut slope.  Because so much side
cast fill has been lost to landsliding or erosion and because of very steep
cross slopes, a full slope reconstruction will rarely be possible.

In every case, pulled-back fill must slope in the direction of the steepest
downslope angle.  No flat areas or windrows should be allowed.  If
suitable fill is in short supply or the intact subgrade is relatively wide,
the operator should slope the road surface outward and strive to rebuild a
cross slope at 50% (2H:1V).  Such a slope may be impossible to
reconstruct where large sidecast boulders cannot be handled by the
excavator bucket or if such boulders are poised to fall if disturbed.
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Broken slash should be used for top dressing of the fill wherever
possible.  Logs should be laid out parallel with slope contours and be
pressed lightly with the excavator bucket or partially covered with loose
soil to improve anchorage.

2.4 Cross Ditches

New or rebuilt cross ditches must block and prevent all flow along the
road and be absolutely protected from erosion.  Where road ditches will
be preserved, (Matlset 3 and 6), cross ditches require a minimum skew
angle of 30º.  Cross ditches on steep slopes have a different prescription
and demand creek channel reconstruction.  Sketches showing typical
configurations are contained in Appendix B.

2.5 Roadway Cracks

The Matlset Road system exhibits considerable slumping and tension
cracks in the fill, often 1 to 3 horizontal m back from the shoulder.  This
suggests landsliding is imminent in some areas.  All areas of cracked and
vertically displaced soil should be completely pulled back to relieve the
outside edge of the roadway.

2.6 Slash Pull Back

All soil or rock debris which rests on slash should be pulled back but as
much as possible of the basal slash should be left in place and
undisturbed.  This is particularly the case at the large landings where
woody debris piles may be quite large.

2.7 Wooden Culvert Pulls

In order to allow passage of a 4x4 support vehicle for the excavator, we
recommend culvert logs be pulled as the excavator ascends the road
system.  Each side of the culvert channel should be graded to allow the
4x4 to move on and allow minimal summer flows to pass.  Full cross
ditch or channel rehabilitation can occur as the excavator makes its final
descent.  Sketches in Appendix B also apply to wooden culvert pulls.
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3. DETAILED WORK SUMMARY

3.1 General

The road system has been divided into 5 segments for the purposes of
this report.  The segments are identified as Matlset 1 through 5 and
shown on Figure 2.  Geotechnical prescriptions and estimated costs for
each segment are given in Sections 3.2 through 3.7.  Road locations
where heavy equipment passage requires on-site geotechnical advice and
approval are identified by the symbol **.  All prescriptions are subject to
the generalized geotechnical instructions given in Section 2.  The cost
estimates for deactivation work are based on the machine times in Table
1 and the unit rates in Table 2.  The costs are summarized in Table 3.  As
indicated in Note 2 of Table 3, the total estimated cost may be an
overestimate if the excavator cannot handle native fill.  Assuming the
excavator is available 10 hours/day for 5 days/week, the total estimated
machine time of 324 hours to carry out the prescribed deactivation work
requires nearly 7 weeks to complete.  Review of the cost estimate by the
Ministry of Forests is recommended.  See Appendix B for code
definitions.

3.2 Matlset 1 - Upper Road

3.2.1  Prescription (Refer to Figure 5)

Station Code Description

0 + 00 PD Highest landing at El. 810 m.  Begin
deactivation work.  Pull slash from
south and west landing margins

1 + 00 X Build cross ditch.

2 + 00 X Repair cross ditch.
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Station Code Description

3 + 00 X Build cross ditch.

4 + 50 X Build cross ditch.

5 + 90 X Build cross ditch.

6 + 58 Bend, junction with lower spur.

6 + 58 to 7 + 60 PL Pull boulders from crest.  Fill existing
cross to ditch at 6 + 80.  Direct
discharge on steep slope.  Backslope
road after pull back.

7 + 60 to 8 + 00 PM

8 + 00 to  8 + 20 Through cut in bedrock

8 + 20 to 8 + 40 PL

8 + 40 to 8 + 60 Through cut in bedrock

8 + 60 to 8 + 90 PH

8 + 90 X Continue PH, repair existing cross
ditch.

8 + 90 to 9 + 50 PH

9 + 50 X Continue PH, build cross ditch.

9 + 50 to 9 + 90 PM

9 + 90 X Continue PM, build cross ditch.

9 + 90 to 10 + 10 PM
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Station Code Description

10 + 10 to 10 + 45 PH

10 + 45 to 10 + 75 PM

10 + 75 X Build cross ditch.

10 + 75 to 11 + 15 PH

11 + 15 to 11 + 62 PM

11 + 62 to 12 + 00 PH Very difficult location.  Only 6 m of
relatively stable road fill remains.**
Although desirable, it may not be
feasible to pull unstable bouldery
debris at this location.  It may be
necessary to push debris downslope
(during dry weather) or leave it in
place.

12 + 00 X Build cross ditch.

12 + 00 to 12 + 57 PM Road narrows at fill slide location
between 12 + 00 and 12 + 20.**

12 + 57 X Continue PM, repair existing cross
ditch.  Note small cut slope slide.

12 + 57 to 13 + 10 PM Small cut slope slide at 13 + 10.

13 + 10 to 13 + 45 PH Small cut slope slide at 13 + 40.

13 + 45 to 13 + 65 PM,X Cross ditch (X) at 13 + 50.  Note small
cut slope slide at 13 + 56.  Two 4 m x
4 m x 2 m boulders have to be dragged
to about 13 + 80.
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Station Code Description

13 + 65 to 13 + 90 PH Requires benching for full pull back
and resloping of debris resting on top
of slash.**

13 + 90 to 14 + 60 PH

14 + 60 X Continue PH, repair existing cross
ditch.

14 + 60 to 14 + 85 PH

14 + 85 to 15 + 00 PM

15 + 00 X Continue PM, repair existing cross
ditch.

15 + 00 to 15 + 30 PM

15 + 30 RW Continue PM, remove wooden culvert.

15 +30 to 15 + 65 PM Cut slope is failing at 16 + 50

15 + 65 X Continue PM, repair existing cross
ditch.

15 + 65 to 16 + 85 PM

16 + 85 RW Continue PM, remove wooden culvert.

16 + 85 to 17 + 28 PM

17 + 28 X Repair existing cross ditch.

17 + 28 to 18 + 00 PM

18 + 00 X Repair existing cross ditch.

18 + 00 to 18 + 50 PM
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Station Code Description

18 + 50 End deactivation work on Matlset 1 at
Cross Road to Landing

3.2.2 Estimated Deactivation Costs

Activity
Number or
Distance

Machine
Time

(hour)

Cost
($)

X n = 17 6 780
PH 358 m 27 3,645
PM 672 m 43 5,805
PL 122 m 6 810
RW n = 2 1.7     220

11,260

Travel up 800
Support person and related costs 3,000
On-Site engineering inspection  3,000

Total estimated cost $18,060

3.3 Matlset 2 - Long Spur

3.3.1 Prescription (Refer to Figure 5)

Station Code Description

0 + 00 to 1 + 44 PH Begin deactivation work.  Landing
from 0 + 00 to 0 + 43.  Alternative
helipad site to 1 + 50.  Ascending
grade southward.

1 + 44 to 1 + 50 PL Ascending grade
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Station Code Description

1 + 50 H Continue PL, build helipad

1 + 50 to 2 + 70 PH Grade ascends to crest at 1 + 76,
descends beyond.

2 + 70 to 2 + 90 PH

2 + 90 X Cross ditch required below swale.

2 + 90 to 3 + 25 PH

3 + 25 to 5 + 05 PM Road narrows at landslide scarp at
3+69.**  Road dips at 4 + 00.  Push
aside very large boulder at 4 + 43.
Grade makes slight ascent at 5 + 00.

5 + 05 to 5 + 25 Push L Road narrows at landslide scarp 5 + 05
to 5 + 25.**  Road dips at slide scarp.
Push sharp road fill crest over edge.

5 + 25 to 6 + 43 PH Broad road crest at 5 + 25, slight
descent beyond.

6 + 43 to 6 + 90 PM Road ascends slightly.

6 + 90 to 7 + 00 PH Start landing.

7 + 00 H Continue PH, build helipad.

7 + 00 to 7 + 30 PH Road ascends slightly.

7 + 30 to 7 + 88 PM Road ascends slightly.

7 + 88 to 8 + 85 PH Road crest at 8 + 00
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Station Code Description

8 + 85 to 9 + 90 PM Road descends.  Road narrows at head
of landslide scarp at 9 + 63.**

9 + 90 to 10 + 83 PH

10 + 83 X Build cross ditch.

10 + 83 to 11 + 10 PH

11 + 10 RW Remove road fill and wooden culvert.

11 + 10 to 12 + 40 PM Road grade ascends.

12 + 40 to 13 + 12 PL Push aside large boulders blocking
road from 12 + 40 to about 12 + 80.
Road narrows at head of landslide
scarp at 12+85.**

13 + 12 to 13 + 46 PM Anticipate intact bedrock may limit
pull.

13 + 46 to 14 + 00 PL Anticipate intact bedrock may limit
pull.  Road crest at 13 + 68.

14 + 00 to 14 + 56 PH,PD,
RW,X

Road narrows at head of landslide
scarp at dip in road.**  Remove log
debris (RD) blocking road from 14 +
00 to 14 + 22.  Set aside for nearby top
dressing of recovered fill or push over
edge.  Remove fill and wooden culvert
(RW) at 14 + 02.  Build cross ditch at
14 + 50.  Anticipate intact bedrock
may limit pull.  Note hung debris mass
in gully below road cannot be safely
removed.
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Station Code Description

14 + 56 to 14 + 90 PL,X Anticipate intact bedrock may limit
pull.  [Check for possibly mistaken
field instruction marks].  Continue PH
and build cross ditch.

14 + 90 to 16 + 08 PH

16 + 08 to 16 + 50 PM

16 + 50 to 16 + 75 PH

16 + 75 X Continue PH.  Build cross ditch.
Creek course is buried in fill below.

16 + 75 to 17 + 11 PH

17 + 11 X Build cross ditch.  Creek course is
buried in fill below.

17 + 11 to 17 + 60 PH Road ascends.  End deactivation work
on Matlset 2 at Cross Road Landing.

3.3.2 Estimated Deactivation Costs - Matlset 2

Activity
Number or
Distance

Machine
Time

(hour)

Cost
($)

X n = 6 2.1 780
PH 978 m 73.4 9,907
PM 596 m 37.8 5,103
PL 186 m 9.3 1,256
RW n = 2 1.7 220
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Activity
Number or
Distance

Machine
Time

(hour)

Cost
($)

PD 22 m 1.8 250
H n = 2 2.0      270

17,786

Travel up 800
Support person and related costs 3,000
On-Site engineering inspection  3,000

Total estimated cost $24,586

3.4 Matlset 3 - Short Spur

3.4.1 Prescription (Refer to Figure 6)

Note: Scarify spur road surfaces with excavator teeth to facilitate
vegetation reclamation.

Station Code Description

0 + 00 East end of landing

0 + 50 X Begin deactivation work.  Build cross
ditch on skew as marked.  Deepen
road ditch to next cross ditch below.

0 + 85 X Build cross ditch on skew as marked.
Deepen road ditch to cross ditch
below.

1 + 36 RW Remove wooden culvert

1 + 87 X Build cross ditch, skew about 40° as
marked.

2 + 23 X Build cross ditch on skew as marked.
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Station Code Description

2 + 63 RW Remove wooden culvert.

2 + 93 X Rehabilitate old creek channel.

2 + 93 to 3 + 00 PH Use pulled material to block road
drainage into adjacent soil through-
cut.

3 + 00 End deactivation work on Matlset 3

3.4.2 Estimated Deactivation Costs - Matlset 3

Activity
Number or
Distance

Machine
Time

(hour)

Cost
($)

X n = 5 1.8 243
PH 7 m 0.5 68
RW n = 2 1.7 220
Scarify 290 m 5.0    675

1,206

Travel up 68
Support person and related costs    300

Total estimated cost $1,574

3.5 Matlset 4 - Cross Road Landing

3.5.1 Prescription (Refer to Figure 6)

Total length of this prominent landing (i.e. outside edge) is 155 m.
Landing limits as follows:  Matlset 1 = 18 + 50, Matlset 2 = 17+ 60,
Matlset 3 = 3 + 34, Matlset 5 = 0 + 00.
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Station Code Description

0 + 00 to 1 + 55 PH,RW,
H

Begin deactivation work.  Pull back
debris, spread on landing and build
helipad.  Remove wooden culvert
connecting drainage from Matlset 3.
Direct this channel to 1 + 55 = 0 + 00
Matlset 5.

1 + 55 End deactivation work.

3.5.2 Estimated Deactivation Costs

Activity
Number or
Distance

Machine
Time

(hour)

Cost
($)

PH 155 m 11.6 1,566
RW n = 1 0.8 113
H n = 1 1.0    135

1,814

Travel up 68
Support person and related costs    300

Total estimated cost 13.9 $2,182

3.6 Matlset 5 - Lower Road - Top

3.6.1 Prescription (Refer to Figure 6)

Station Code Description

0 + 00 to 0 + 18 PH Begin deactivation work.
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Station Code Description

0 + 18 X Build cross ditch to capture creek
drainage from above and ditch from
east side of Cross Road Landing.
Build massive ditch block.

0 + 18 to 0 + 53 PH

0 + 53 RW Remove ascent fill and culvert logs.

0 + 53 to 2 + 90 PH Pullback consists of very large
boulders**

2 + 90 to 3 + 00 X,RW,
PH

Tie cross ditch to RW.  Remove ascent
fill and culvert logs.

3 + 00 to 4 + 00 PH Pullback consists of very large
boulders and may be limited by intact
bedrock.**  Alders along outside edge
3 + 72.

4 + 00 RW Remove ascent fill and culvert logs

4 + 00 to 5 + 11 PM Pullback consists of very large
boulders and may be limited by intact
bedrock.**

5 + 11 X Build cross ditch.

5 + 11 to 5 + 85 PL

5 + 85 to 6 + 15 Ditch Deepen existing road ditch to carry
water parallel with roadway and
beyond upslope side of switchback.

6 + 15 to 7 + 10 Ditch Deepen existing road ditch.
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Station Code Description

7 + 10 to 7 + 14 PH Begin PH to major cross ditch at
7 + 14.

7 + 14 X Remove debris pile and place ahead
below new channel for cross ditch
skewed as marked.  Use boulders to
armour lower side of channel.

7 + 14 to 8 + 00 PH

8 + 00 RW Remove ascent fill and culvert logs.
Build massive ditch block on
downslope side.  End deactivation
work.  [Note:  Confirm field marked
instructions].

3.6.2 Estimated Deactivation Costs

Activity
Number or
Distance

Machine
Time

(hour)

Cost
($)

X n = 3 1.0 135
PH 490 m 36.8 4,970
PM 111 m 7.0 945
PL 74 m 3.7 500
RW n = 4 3.3     450

7,000

Travel up 540
Support person and related costs 500
On-Site engineering inspection  2,000

Total estimated cost $10,040
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3.7 Matlset 6 - Lower Road - Bottom

3.7.1 Prescription (Refer to Figures 6 and 7)

All work involves removing ascent fill and logs from all culverts.  This
sector is overgrown with young alders.  Machine disturbance of alders
on each side of ascent and descent path should be minimized.  Plan on 3
wood culverts possible obscured by dense alder growth.  Not all culverts
are marked RW.

Stations continue from Lower Road - Top.  Wood culverts marked T are
covered but may not be safe for excavator or truck passage.

Station Code Description

8 + 72 RW

9 + 26 Switchback

10 + 00 RW

11 + 60 RW

12 + 78 RW

14 + 21 Switchback, very dense alder.

15 + 43 RW

16 + 60 RW

17 + 22 RW

18 + 60 X Rebuild existing cross ditch.

20 + 10 X Rebuild existing cross ditch.
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Station Code Description

20 + 37 RW

20 + 80 X Rebuild existing cross ditch.

21 + 91 RW T

22 + 56 RW

24 + 05 RW T

24 + 52 RW T

25 + 45 RW T

26 + 28 RW T

27 + 07 RW T

27 + 65 RW T

29 + 70 RW T

30 + 90 RW T

31 + 80 Matlset Narrows.  End deactivation
work.
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3.7.2 Estimated Deactivation Costs - Matlset 6

Activity
Number or
Distance

Machine
Time

(hour)

Cost
($)

X n = 3 1.0 135
RW n = 18 15.0 2,025

2,160

Travel up 540
Support person and related costs 3,000

Total estimated cost $5,700

4. RECOMMENDED ORDER OF OPERATIONS

The work should be done in numerical order beginning with Matlset 1
and ending with Matlset 6.

5. SAFETY

The Matlset deactivation requires excavation work at the limits of
geotechnical feasibility and operator safety.  A highly skilled equipment
operator will be needed and much of the work must be done under the
supervision of a professional geotechnical engineer.  No work will be
undertaken beyond safety limits which can only be determined on site by
the engineer.

Extreme care should be taken to avoid driving or walking beneath an
upper level work site.  Personnel should have radio communication with
Tofino in case of an emergency.
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6. VEGETATION RECLAMATION

A preliminary vegetation reclamation prescription is given in Appendix
C.  Estimated costs of this work (in the fall of 1994) are subject to a
number of uncertainties not the least of which is the actual revegetation
potential of rebuilt slopes.  A minimum revegetation effort will involve
aerial application of an agronomic seed mix and fertilizer.  Thurber
Engineering Ltd. (in consultation with C. E. Jones and Associates)
estimates such a program many cost from $10,000 to $20,000.  An
intensive revegetation effort will involve the above work and tree
planting.  The cost of this work may range from $20,000 to $50,000.



Table 1

ESTIMATED MACHINE TIME FOR DEACTIVATION ACTIVITIES

Activity Code Unit Machine Time (mins.)
Easy Average Difficult

Heavy Pullback PH /m 2.3 3.8 4.5

Medium Pullback PM " 1.9 3.2 3.8

Light Pullback PL " 1.5 2.5 3

Pull Down Cut PC "

Pull Debris PD " 2.5 4 5

Build Helipad H each 1

Cross Ditch X " 11 17 21

Pull Wood Culvert RW " 15 30 50

Pull Metal Culvert PM " 10 15 20

Build Access /km 45 70

Travel /km 30

Note:

Data based on use of Cat 225 or equivalent tracked excavator in Lower
Mainland in May 1994.



Table 2

ESTIMATED COST FOR DEACTIVATION ACTIVITIES

Activity Code Unit Cost ($)
Easy Average Difficult

Heavy Pullback PH /m 5.18 8.55 10.13

Medium Pullback PM " 4.28 7.20 8.55

Light Pullback PL " 3.38 5.63 6.75

Pull Down Cut PC "

Pull Debris PD " 5.63 9.00 11.25

Build Helipad H each 135.00

Cross Ditch X " 24.75 38.25 47.25

Pull Wood Culvert RW " 32.50 67.50 112.50

Pull Metal Culvert PM " 22.50 33.75 44.96

Build Acceess /km 101.25 157.50

Travel /km 67.50

Note:

Data based on time estimates for Cat 225 or equivalent tracked excavator in
Lower Mainland in May 1994 with an assumed hourly rate of $135/hr.,
including fuel and operator.



Table 3

MATLSET DEACTIVATION MACHINE TIME AND COST
SUMMARY

Sector Estimated Machine Time
hour

Estimated Cost
$

Matlset 1 90 18,060
Matlset 2 134 24,586
Matlset 3 10 1,574
Matlset 4 14 2,182
Matlset 5 56 10,040
Matlset 6 20 5,700

Totals 324 62,142

Notes:

1. Estimate does not include barge transport or camp costs.

2. Total estimated costs may be high, especially if the work is limited by
excavator’s ability to handle oversize fill.  Costs may increase somewhat if
there is much debris fall from Matlset 1 onto Matlset 2.



Figure 1
Location Plan



Figure 2
Road Segments



Figure 3
Matlset Slope Map



Figure 4
Landslide Locations and Related Detail



Figure 5
Matlset 1 and Matlset 2 Prescriptions



Figure 6
Matlset 3, 4, 5 and Part of 6 - Prescriptions



Figure 7
Lower Portion, Matlset 6 Prescriptions
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APPENDIX B

DEFINITIONS FOR ROAD DEACTIVATION PRESCRIPTIONS

For field documentation and prescription report.  Note that skilled operator
judgement must apply after period of professional observation, inspection and
advice.

Field Mark
Field
and

Report
Code

Definition

Pink Stripe PH Heavy Pull Back.  All material reached by full
extension of bucket to be retrieved.  Remove to
native material surface as indicated by operator
discretion.

Retrieve should be placed tightly against inside
of roadway and contoured to recreate natural
cross slope topography.  Roadway ditch must
be filled and made inoperable.  Old road
surface should slope slightly outward; old ditch
must not preferentially and trap or direct
ground water.  No windrowed spoil.

2 Orange Stripes PM Moderate Pull Back

1 Yellow Stripe PL Light Pull Back

H H Helipad Site.  Site must be flat with clear
approaches.  Knock down any projections - See
Appendix

PC PC Pull down overhang cut.

PD PD Pull woody debris off slope and pile on
adjacent road or nearby flat area.  Typically
required to prevent water course damage or
plugging if this debris moves into channel.
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APPENDIX B

Pink Bar X Cross Ditch.  In areas where road ditch is to be
preserved (Matlset 3 and 6) on upslope side
build ditch plug.  Construct cross ditch at
minimum skew angle of 30° (or as marked in
the field) with very well compacted earth dyke
on the downslope roadway side to hold flow in
ditch.  Note that erosion protection at outfall is
critical.  See following sketch and notes.

RW RW Remove wood culvert and build cross ditch or
reconstruct steep channel.  Erosion protection at
outfall is critical.  See following sketch and
notes.

NOTES: Distances are approximate and measured from uppermost road end
point.  All distances in m by hip chain along outer edge of roadway.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Matlset Road System is built on very steep South and West-facing slopes above Matlset

Narrows and Bedwell Sound, 13 km Northeast of Tofino BC.  The area is located in the

Coastal Western Hemlock Biogeoclimatic Zone and ranges in elevation from sea level to

735 meters ASL.

Deactivation work with a tracked excavator and subsequent revegetation measures will have

positive results and are the only possible means of preventing and limiting future land

sliding.

2.0 REVEGETATION PRESCRIPTIONS

2.1 Roads

The Matlset Road Deactivation Geotechnical Prescription Report prescribes methods for

movement and placement of road bed material by heavy equipment necessary to increase the

geotechnical stability of the road.  To complete the stabilization process, the newly placed

road bed material requires surface revegetation to minimize loss to erosion and to enhance

the visual quality of the road disturbance.  Depending on the degree of equipment work

prescribed some of the currently vegetated road surfaces and fill slopes will be disturbed and

may initially give the impression that the geotechnical stabilization program has increased

the amount of ground disturbance.

The appropriate site specific vegetation techniques to utilize on the road will depend on a

number of factors such as:  slope and aspect of the reworked surface, the physical soil

qualities of the surface material, nutrient status of surface material, drainage crossings, and

degree of compaction of the surface.  Revegetation options for the road will include aerial

application of an agronomic grass and legume seed mix, custom blended for the appropriate

soil conditions of the road surface.  An agronomic seed mix will germinate and green up

quickly, immediately stabilizing the soil from surface erosion.

Native deciduous tree, shrubs, and conifer seedlings could be planted in conjunction with the

seeding program.  The use of native tree and shrub seedlings creates a more natural

appearance to the revegetated site and provides a self-sustaining vegetation cover.  Selection
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of planting areas would be dependent primarily on the quality of the surface material and the

need to modify the visual quality of the site.  Areas most likely requiring the planting of

trees and shrubs would be some of the larger and more noticeable disturbances, such as

landing sites.  Candidate native tree and shrub species suitable for the area, which have been

observed already invading the road disturbance include:  alder, salmonberry and trailing

black berry.  The Ministry of Forests will be consulted regarding the use and selection of

conifer seedlings from road rehabilitation to ensure any reforestation requirements are met.

The agronomic seed mix will likely require an application of granular fertilizer to ensure

rapid and sufficient establishment of vegetative cover.  The amount and composition of

fertilizer to use will depend on the soil characteristics and nutrient status of the surface

material.  Fertilizer tablets will be planted with the tree and shrub seedlings.  The road

should be assessed for the potential requirement for additional surface stabilization with

erosion control fabrics or bioengineering techniques.  Areas which may require additional

surface stabilization would be stream or drainage crossings, or areas where severe slopes

exist.  It is expected that there would be a minimal requirement for these techniques on this

road but there may be a few locations where they could be necessary.

2.2 Slide Tracks

There are numerous slide tracks on the upper Matlset Road System resulting from portions

of the road collapsing and disturbing the soil and vegetation cover downslope, in some cases

for 100’s of meters.  All the slide tracks observed appeared to be too steep and unstable to

allow for any ground work.  The only appropriate technique to revegetate the disturbed soils

within the slide tracks would be aerial spreading of seed and fertilizer.  The introduction of a

seed mix would not increase the geotechnical stability of the slide but would reduce surface

erosion of exposed soils and green up the slide where possible.  Some of the slides have left

exposed bedrock which will not be possible to revegetate.
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3.0 COSTS AND FINAL REVEGETATION PRESCRIPTIONS

Revegetation costs and selection of revegetation prescriptions for the Matlset Road

rehabilitation can be determined once the deactivation equipment work is complete.  A site

visit will be required to review all sections of the road system to view the reworked ground

surfaces.  The site specific revegetation methods will be selected based on the ground

conditions observed.
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Selecting the Site

• size — at lease 100 feet in diameter
• good approach and departure paths in direction
of prevailing wind. A clearing beside a river, lake
or road might be good
• obstacles — avoid clearings beside cliffs or
stands of tall trees which can cause dangerous
downdrafts
• clear of power lines, wires, cables
• area requires minimal site improvement
relatively free of stumps, deadfalls, brush, rocks
• surface level for landing

Improving the Site

• cut down tree hazards on approach and
departure paths — particularly if slinging external
loads
• clear the maneuvering area (within 50 feet of
the landing spot) of hazards such as stumps, brush,
deadfalls, loose debris
• clear the landing area to the surface within 25
feet of the helipad
• provide the pilot with a wind indicator — a
windsock, marker panel on a stick or smoke will
do
• keep equipment and personnel well clear during
flying activity

Short-Term Bush Helipad Construction

• on snow or soft swampy surface, make an
evergreen bough mattress at least 6 inches thick
and 10 x 10 ft square for the helipad. Tramp snow
down with snowshoes first to give base
• lay 5 or 6 sturdy logs (8 ft to 10 ft long) on the
mattress at 2-ft intervals, and at right angles to the
direction of approach
• trim stubs and knots off logs so helicopter skids
won't catch on them
• ensure the pad is reasonably level

Long-Term/Heavy Duty Bush Helipad
Constructions

• on snow or soft swampy ground, make a larger
evergreen bough mattress for the helipad — 12 to
15 feet square and a foot thick. Tramp down snow
first

• lay 2 sturdy logs (12 ft to 15 ft long) on the
mattress about 8 to 10 feet apart and parallel to the
helicopter direction of approach
• lay sturdy logs of equal thickness across the
first two logs at 2-ft intervals
• spike the logs together with 12 inch spikes
• trim stubs and knots off logs
• ensure the pad is reasonably level

Hillside Bush Helipad Construction

• same as for level ground helipads except
levelling considerations
• the downhill side must be built-up to level the
helipad. Often a larger log on the downhill side
will suffice. On steep stages, ensure the pad is
securely braced so it won't slide or roll under
loading
• lay the cross-logs at 2-ft intervals in the same
direction as the slope. The helicopter will approach
on a track along the side of the hill and land with
one side towards the slope
• a wind indicator is particularly important
because of variable winds around hills and down
slopes.

Rock Hilltop Temporary Helipad Construction

• clear loose debris from the rock surface and
mark the landing spot with conspicuous paint
• an 8 to 10 foot circle around large letter "H" is
best, but any marking easily seen from the air will
do
• because of hilltop winds, a wind indicator is
important

Ice Temporary Helipads

• check carefully for soft spots on river, lake or
sea ice — particularly when the ice is snow
covered
• away from the shoreline the pilot could have
difficult determining his height for landing and
hovering. Provide visual references ahead or to
one side of the landing spot. Piles of equipment or
weighted conspicuous markers/streamers are good
• keep personnel well clear during landings,
hovers and departures. Blowing snow can obscure
the pilot's visibility and the helicopter could drift
across the landing site
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TOUCHDOWN PAD -------------------- 2.0 TIMES SKID LENGTH
TAKE-OFF/LANDING AREA -------- 1.5 TIMES DESIGN HELICOPTER OVERALL LENGTH
SAFETY AREA* ------------------------- 2.0 TIMES DESIGN HELICOPTER OVERALL LENGTH
APRON TOUCHDOWN PAD --------- 1.0 TIMES DESIGN HELICOPTER OVERALL LENGTH

EXAMPLES OF HELICOPTER DIMENSIONS

HELICOPTER TYPE
OVERALL
LENGTH

SKID LENGTH
OR WHEEL BASE

                (ROTOR)
ASTAR/TWINSTAR 42.6’ 8.4’

Canadian Helicopters
AGUSTA 109 42.9’ 11.6’ Brent Wallace

Assistant Chief Engineer

EH 101 74.8’ 23.0’

BELL 47 43.1’ 10.8’

BELL 206 39.1’ 7.8’

BELL 206/L 42.8’ 9.1’ BELL 212
OL = 17.5M

BELL 212 57.3’   (40.0’) 12.1’ ROTOR = 12.2 M
SKID = 3.7 M

BELL 222 48.0’   (40.0’)
Use the Bell 212 as

BV 107 83.3’ 24.9’ the design helicopter
Use the *Safety Area

HUGHES 500 30.3’ 7.4’ as the overall size
requirement.

BO 105 39.0’ 8.9’ eg. 17.5Mx2=35.0M

BK 117 42.6’ 10.6’

S 61 73.0’ 23.5’

S 76 52.6’ 16.4’
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CORPORATE FORESTRY MacMillan Bloedel Limited
Sustainable Forestry Division INTER-OFFICE MEMO
Land Use Planning Advisory Team

TO: FROM: Glynnis Horel, P.Eng.
Phone:  755-3403

Walt Cowlard, Stillwater Division FAX:  755-3550

DATE: May 10, 1994

FILE: 612.14.1

SUBJECT: ROAD REHABILITATION PLAN
D100 ROAD, DALGIESH AREA

DATE OF SITE VISIT:

October 26, 1993

PURPOSE OF ASSESSMENT:

The purpose of our site visit was to prepare a rehabilitation plan for deactivating the D100 Road.
The rehabilitation plan was to address stability, water management and silvicultural concerns.

FIELD TEAM:

R. Tysdal, C. Angus, M. Dunn, B. Klozza and G. Horel.

PROCEDURE:

The field team identified remedial measures required for long-term stability, drainage control and
silvicultural management.  These were marked by spray paint on site and noted on a 1:5 000 plan
for the guidance of equipment operators carrying out this work.  Details of work required are
summarized in the following tables.  Distances were measured by hip-chain from road endpoints
and intersections, and do not represent the original road chainages.
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DEFINITIONS:

The following symbols are used for the site markings and in the work plans and maps to denote
specific actions.

P Fill retrieval for stability concerns.

Pull back fill and place against cutslope.  Do not leave a mound or windrow on the road
with a gully behind it.

The following notes refer to fill retrieval as light, medium or heavy.  This is mainly for
estimating the scope of work required, as the final extent of pullback depends on what is
actually encountered when the machine stars digging.  Typically, “light” retrieval would
require excavating about 1 m vertical depth at the shoulder; “heavy” retrieval would
require excavating a depth of 2 m or more.

PD Pull down overhanging cutslope.
X Construct cross drain (cross ditch, ditch plug and waterbar) or stream channel.  Amount

of skew depends on steepness of road grade and alignment of natural drainage path.
Skew is normally indicated in the field with an “X” marked at each end of the cross drain
to show alignment.  Cross ditches should be excavated to the bottom of road ditch.  Ditch
plugs should be sufficiently thick to stop the flow of water down the ditch, and should be
well keyed into the cutbank.  Sidecast fill around the outlet end of the cross ditch should
be pulled back away from the shoulder.

R Remove existing culvert and construct channel to match natural stream bed width and
gradient to the extent possible.  Channel sideslopes should be gentle to moderate; provide
berm on downgrade side.  Armour stream bed and channel sides with cobbles and small
boulders selected from locally available materials.

H Leave helipad.  Do not pile fill or debris; knock down obstacles (such as logs sticking
up).

SP Fill retrieval for silvicultural purposes.
SF Loosening (“fluffing”) road surface and shoulders to improve plantable site

(silvicultural).
SD Pile woody debris for burning (silvicultural).

NOTE:  Silvicultural treatments were recorded separately by R. Tysdal and may not be complete
in this report.

OBSERVATIONS:

Bedrock in the area is moderately to highly fractured, dark crystalline granitic intrusives.
Cutslopes in the upper road sections expose rock with some cobbly silty colluvium.  Cutslopes in
the 105D spur are all gravely cobbly colluvium or till with boulders and significant seepage.  The
mid and lower road sections are in gravely to bouldery colluvium and deep silt tills.

I understand that the road was constructed about 5 to 7 years ago.
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REMEDIAL WORKS;

Road D100

Station 0 = edge of landing at end of road—original road Station 2535.

Distance (m) Symbol Work Required
0 P Start light pullback.  Fairly fine rock

20 Medium to heavy pullback.
45 X Existing cross ditch.  Deepen to bottom of road ditch.

Seepage from rock face.
68 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage.  Heavy pullback.

115 X Existing cross drain OK.
150 Very gravely colluvium, rock rubble with large boulders.
175 X Existing.  Construct ditch plug, deepen cross ditch.  Difficult

pullback in boulders.
205 X, P End pullback.  Existing cross drain OK.
305 X Improve existing cross drain (nonfunctional).
315 R Remove existing culvert, construct large channel.  Stream

through bouldery colluvium.
320 X Existing cross drain OK.
325 P Start light pullback.
375 X Construct cross drain to match small natural gully.
410 R Stream.  Remove existing culvert, construct armoured

channel with large berm on downgrade site.  End fill pullback
past channel.

415 X Existing cross drain.  No work required.
415-430 P Light fill pullback.

460 R Stream.  Remove existing culvert, construct armoured
channel with large berm.

470 Spur junction and landing.

Spur D105

Road cuts on this spur are in gravely cobbly colluvium and till with boulders.  There is significant
seepage through bouldery lenses.

Start Station 0 at end landing.

Distance (m) Symbol Work Required
20 X, B Improve existing cross drain.  Burn heavy woody

accumulations.
110 X Existing.  Deepen cross ditch to bottom of road ditch.

Construct ditch plug against boulders.  Armour with local
cobbles.
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150 X Construct cross drain.
190 X Deepen existing cross drain, construct wider berm.

Back to Road D100 at Spur Junction

Distance (m) Symbol Work Required
470-490 B Large landing at Spur Junction.  Heavy woody accumulations

need burning.  Suitable for helipad (not marked in field).
495 R Stream at Station 200 (Spur D105) has been diverted to ditch

and through culvert at Station 476 (D100).  Construct channel
here to match natural gully.

570 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage, runoff.
610 X Construct cross ditch to bottom of road ditch, install ditch

plug.
625 X Existing cross drain nonfunctional; collects water into ditch.
670 X Construct large cross drain across switchback, armour with

coarse materials.  Install large ditch plug at upstream end.
725 X Existing cross drain nonfunctional.  Deepen to ditch bottom,

increase skew, install large ditch plug, armour channel.
765 X Stream.  Construct armoured channel with large ditch plug,

large berm.
800 R Large stream.  Remove culvert, construct armoured channel.
805 Existing shallow water bar.  Ignore.
810 Large pile of woody debris.
845 R Existing culvert almost totally plugged.  Remove and

construct stream channel.
850 P Start light pullback.  Gravely to bouldery colluvium in cuts.

Ignore existing shallow water bar.
900 Increase to heavy pullback.
905 X Existing cross drain needs deepening, increase skew.
920 Rock quarry.  Bouldery rock fill, difficult.
940 P End pullback.
950 X Construct cross drain at end of rock cut.

1055 X Existing drains wrong way.  Deepen to ditch bottom,
construct good ditch plug and berm.

1135 R Major stream.  Remove culvert, construct armoured channel
to match natural gradient.

1165 P Start medium pullback.  Deep silt till cuts along here.  Logs,
heavy woody debris in gully.  Potential for debris jam
downstream.  Remove from gully as much as possible.

1200 R Remove culvert, construct channel.  Small swale with
seepage.

1210 X Existing cross drain; ignore.  Increase to major fill pullback.
Large tension cracks.  High priority site (1210 to 1280).
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1285 X Construct cross drain.
1340 X Construct large channel.
1400 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage, runoff.
1455 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage, runoff.
1470 X End fill pullback.
1500 X Construct cross drain above switchback.  Armour berm with

local rock.
1565 X Construct cross drain, bottom of switchback.  Runoff.
1635 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage, runoff.
1680 R Remove culvert, construct large armoured channel to match

natural gully.  Stream transports rubble.
1730 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage , runoff.  Silt till and

colluvium in cuts here.
1790 X Construct large armoured cross drain across bend of

switchback.
1870 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage, runoff.
1885 P Start light fill pullback.
1930 R Remove culvert, construct large channel to match gully.

Seasonal stream, transports rubble.
1975 P End fill pullback.
1985 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage , runoff.
2045 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage, runoff.

End of deactivation plan at 2045 m.

REVEGETATION:

It would be beneficial to seed or plant the rehabilitated areas as quickly as possible after the site
work is done, to take best advantage of the freshly loosened soil materials and to reduce the
potential for surface erosion on exposed slopes.

_Barb Knight for_________________
Glynnis Horel,P.Eng.

GH/bk





CORPORATE FORESTRY MacMillan Bloedel Limited
Sustainable Forestry Division INTER-OFFICE MEMO
Land Use Planning Advisory Team

TO: FROM: Glynnis Horel, P.Eng.
Phone:  755-3403

Walt Cowlard, Stillwater Division FAX:  755-3550

DATE: May 10, 1994

FILE: 612.14.1

SUBJECT: ROAD REHABILITATION PLAN
M-200 ROAD AND M-220 SPUR, THEODOSIA AREA

DATE OF SITE VISIT:  October 27, 1993

PURPOSE OF ASSESSMENT:

The purpose of our site visit was to prepare a rehabilitation plan for deactivating the M-200 Road
and a short spur (M-220) that joined it.  There had been no deactivation on this road at the time of
our site visit.

The rehabilitation plan was to address stability and water management concerns.  Silvicultural
treatments were not part of this exercise.

ACCOMPANIED BY:  M. Dunn

PROCEDURE:

Remedial measures were identified for long-term stability and drainage control.  These were
marked by spray paint on site and noted on a 1:5 000 plan for the guidance of equipment
operators carrying out this work.  Details of work required are summarized in the following
tables.  Distances were measured by hip-chain from road end-points and intersections and do not
represent the original road chainages.
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DEFINITIONS:

The following symbols are used for the site markings and in the work plans and maps to denote
specific actions.

P Fill retrieval for stability concerns.

Pull back fill and place against cutslope.  Do not leave a mound or windrow on the road
with a gully behind it.  Do not pile material on the road shoulder.

The following notes refer to fill retrieval as light, medium or heavy.  This is mainly for
estimating the scope of work required, as the final extent of pullback depends on what is
actually encountered when the machine starts digging.  Typically, “light” retrieval would
require excavating about 1 m vertical depth at the shoulder; “heavy” retrieval would
require excavating a depth of 2 m or more.

PD Pull down overhanging cutslope.
X Construct cross drain (cross ditch, ditch plug and waterbar) or stream channel.  Amount

of skew depends on steepness of road grade and/or alignment of natural drainage path.
Skew is normally indicated in the field with an “X” marked at each end of the cross drain
to show alignment.  Cross ditches should be excavated to at least the depth of the road
ditch.  Ditch plugs should completely block the road ditch and should be well keyed into
the cutbank.  Road fill on the shoulder should be pulled back around the outlet end of the
cross ditch, do not leave a mound on the shoulder.

R Remove existing culvert and construct channel to match natural stream bed width and
gradient to the extent possible.  Channel sideslopes should be gentle to moderate; provide
berm on downgrade side.  Armour stream bed and channel sides with cobbles and small
boulders selected from locally available materials.

H Leave helipad.  Do not pile fill or debris; knock down obstacles (such as logs sticking
up).

OBSERVATIONS:

Bedrock in the area is moderately to highly fractured, crystalline granitic intrusives. The upper
road section is primarily bedrock with minor gravely to cobbly colluvium with a silty matrix.
Tension cracks are visible in sidecast materials on the road shoulder, but fill retrieval will be
difficult because of large boulders.  Below the upper switchback, about midway along the middle
road section, road cuts change to predominantly silty till and colluvial materials, with minor rock.
Sidecast fills on this section exhibit extensive tension cracks.  Some slides have occurred in the
fill shoulders.  This road should be considered a high priority for remedial work.

Because of unstable condition of this road, remedial works should only be carried out in dry
weather.
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REMEDIAL WORKS;

Road M-200

Station 0 = edge of landing at end of road.

Distance (m) Symbol Work Required
0 P Start heavy pullback around landing.  Rock cuts, minor

colluvium.
37 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage, runoff.  Old cable on road.
93 P End pullback.

100 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage.
150 X Construct cross drain.  Dip in road profile; runoff.
181 P Start light fill pullback.  Rock cuts.
185 Increase to medium to heavy pullback.  Tension cracks.
205 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage, runoff.
210 Light pullback.
235 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage, runoff.
258 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage from slight swale.  Fractured

rock in cuts.
270 Medium to heavy pullback.
290 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage through colluvium.
325 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage.
345 Light pullback.  High rock cut.
375 Heavy pullback.
380 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage through colluvium.  Continue

heavy pullback.
414 Tension cracks.
442 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage.
469 Tension cracks.
564 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage.  Light pullback.
588 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage, runoff.
620 H Suitable for helipad.  Pull edge of turnout, pile against cut,

leave clear pad.
640 Medium to heavy pullback.
676 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage through shear zone in

bedrock.
680 Light pullback.
714 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage through shear zone.
742 Medium to heavy pullback
765 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage, runoff.
828 X, P End pullback.  Start of throughcut.  Construct waterbar.  Rock

in road bench.
932 X On bend of switchback.  Construct waterbar.  Rock in road

surface.
962 X Construct waterbar across switchback.
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995 X, P End of switchback.  Construct cross drain.  Start heavy
pullback.  Slides in sidecast fills here.

1048 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage, runoff.
1105 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage, runoff.
1186 Tension cracks in road.
1203 X Remove logs, construct cross drain.
1223 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage.
1258 Tension cracks.  Continue heavy pullback.
1280 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage.  Tension cracks.
1310 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage.  Steep grade.
1340 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage.  Steep grade.
1350 Rockfalls in cutslope.
1400 X, PD Construct cross drain.  Seepage in colluvium.  Deep

colluvium and silt till in cuts.  Pull down overhanging cut.
1438 Tension cracks.
1469 R Stream in small gully.  Remove wood culvert, pull back fills

and construct channel to match natural gully gradient.
1500 PD Pull down overhanging cut.
1522 X Small stream.  Construct channel to match natural channel.

Cracks all along here.
1580 X Stream, water flowing over rock face.  Construct channel to

match natural gradient.
1615 PD Pulldown overhanging stumps.
1627 X Small draw.  Construct channel.
1637 R Remove culvert, construct cross drain.
1663 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage, runoff.  Steep grade.

Tension cracks.
1678 PD Pull down overhang.
1740 X Stream.  Construct cross drain to match small natural gully.

Heavy pullback; cracks to middle of road.
1801 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage, runoff.
1837 Landing.  Pullback fill and woody debris.
1847 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage.  Cracks.
1885 PD Pull down overhanging stumps.
1896 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage.  Boulders in fill.
1921 PD Pull down overhanging root wad; pullback mound on edge of

road.
1946-1967 X Construct amoured channel across switchback to line up

natural draw.  Continue heavy pullback around switchback.
Large cracks.

2005 X Cross drain.  Bottom of switchback.  Road grade flattens past
switchback.

2049 Tension cracks to center of road.  Major pullback.
2060 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage through small draw.  Cracks.
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2134 X Stream.  Construct cross drain.
2181 R Remove culvert, construct armoured channel to match gully.

Pull woody debris from gully upslope of road and place on
top of retrieved fill.  Major pullback 2160-3000 around gully.

Cracks to 500 mm wide.  Supervision is recommended at this
site to advise the operator.

2217 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage.  Note open slope failure
below road at 2200.

2262 R Gully.  Full of woody debris upslope and downslope of road.
Remove culvert and construct armoured channel.  Pull woody
debris from gully as much as possible and place on top of
retrieved fill.  Extensive pullback 2240-2280.

2309 R Gully.  Full of woody debris upslope and downslope of road.
Remove culvert, pullback approach fills, construct armoured
channel to match gully.

2352 Tension cracks.
2355 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage, small draw below road.  Pull

fill out of draw.
2400-2464 PD Pull down overhanging roots, stumps, etc.

2405 X Construct cross drain.  Heavy seepage.  Might be buried
culvert here.

2431 X Small stream.  Construct cross drain.
2498 X Small natural draw.  Construct channel to match.  Slide in fill

here; heavy pullback.
2557 R Remove remains of wood culvert.  Small stream.  Construct

channel to match natural draw.  Major pullback 2540-2570;
cracks extend across road to ditch.  Site supervision is
recommended to assist operator.

2628 X Construct cross drain to match small natural draw.  Seepage.
Slide in fillslope here.

2685 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage, runoff.  Grade 12%.
2730 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage, runoff.  Cracks 200 mm

wide.
2779 X, PD Construct cross drain.  Pull down top of cut, stumps, Cracks.
2843 X Rubble chute, seasonal stream flow approx. 10 m wide.

Large boulders in road.  Construct wide armoured channel
here with large berms.  Pull fill back from channel.

2901 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage in bouldery silty colluvium.
2947 P, X End pullback.  Start of large cut in colluvial cone, deposited

by recurrent debris torrents down narrow rock canyon.
Construct cross drain.

3015 P Start heavy pullback.  Edge of colluvial cone.
3037 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage, seasonal stream.
3072 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage, runoff.
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3167 P End pullback.
3196-3212 X Construct cross drain across corner of switchback, drain to

existing channel.
3270 X Spur junction.  Construct cross drain across junction.  Low

flat area below road here.

Spur M-220

Start Station 0 at end landing.

Distance (m) Symbol Work Required
0-26 P Light pullback around front of landing.  Cutslope in bouldery

colluvium and silt till.
45 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage from till slope.

111 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage.
146 X Construct cross drain.  Deep ditch here.  Cross drain to be

excavated to ditch bottom, need good ditch plug.
165 PD Pull down top of till cut.
160 P Start heavy pullback around gully.
185 X Stream.  Construct armoured channel to match natural

gradient.  Rock fill in gully.
204 P End pullback.
210 X Stream.  Construct channel to match natural gradient.
236 X Construct cross drain.  Seepage, runoff.
248 P Start light pullback.
264 X Stream.  Construct channel to match natural gully.  Pull

woody debris out of gully on downslope side or road, place
on top of retrieved fills.

275 P End pullback.
331=3270
on M-200

Spur junction.

End of deactivation plan.  Road M-200 below here has gentle grades; natural ground slopes are
gentle to moderate.

REVEGETATION:

It would be beneficial to seed or plant the rehabilitated areas as quickly as possible after the site
work is done, to take best advantage of the freshly loosened soil materials and to reduce the
potential for surface erosion on exposed slopes.

_Barb Knight for_________________
Glynnis Horel,P.Eng.

GH/bk
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Source:
6.2.6 Mashiter British Columbia Institute of Technology (1993).  Forest Road Deactivation RRET

Watershed 410.  Burnaby, British Columbia:  B.C. Institute of Technology.
Deactivation Plan

Squamish Forest District - Soo Timber Supply Area
Road Deactivation Project

Mashiter Watershed FSR 942 - 8053
(J.G. Phillips, R.P.F.)

October 1992

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The project objective was to remedy site and water quality problems by road deactivation that would render the forest
roads fully closed to vehicular traffic.

Plans for this project were formulated in the Fall of 1991.

The project was executed in August - September 1992.

Synopsis

Project Cost - $42,406
Project Budget - $50,000       (favourable variance-$7,594
Watershed Area - 3000 Hecatares ($14/ha)
Road deactivated - 30 kilometres
Project Duration - 24 machine days

  (225D LC at $141/hr)

Project Phases

Phase Total Cost %

Equipment Access (30 km) 5,570 22
Return Travel (30 km) 1,777 7
Culvert Removal (7) 605 2
Cross-ditching (115) 2,410 9
Sidecast Pull-back (3.5 km) 13,136 49
Crossing Restoration (7) 2,505 9
Landing Clearing (4) 141 1
Bridge removal (1) 332 1

Sub-total 26,656 100

Phase Total Cost %

Supervision (24 days) 10,800 68
Video Production (3 days) 1,350 9
Report Preparation (5 days) 2,250 14
Meeting attendance (3 days) 1,350 9

Sub-total 15,750 100

Total 42,406 100
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Personnel

Mike Wallace, R.P.F. - Coordinator, Squamish Forest District
Bob Craven - R.O. Eng. Squamish Forest District
Frank Baumann - Geological Engineer, Squamish
Jonathan Phillips, R.P.F. - Project Consultant, Vancouver
John Hunter Co. Ltd. - Equipment Contractor, Squamish
Henry Hansen - 25D LC Operator, Squamish

          *****************

Squamish Forest District - Soo Timber Supply Area
Road Deactivation Project

Mashiter Watershed FSR 942 - 8053
(J.G. Phillips, R.P.F.)

October 1992

Report Summary

1)  Introduction

The Mashiter was identified as a high priority area within the Soo TSA Access Management Plan.  First, the
watershed was close to being logged out.  Second, the Mashiter River had become a secondary source of water to
Squamish community and the intake system, built in 1990, was plagued with excessive silt and debris
accumulations. It was recognized that, though forest roads had contributed to growing site and water quality
deterioration, at least 50% and perhaps up to 90% of the sediment load entered the streams from many natural
slides that occurred beyond the harvested areas.

In 1991, specific problems along the Mashiter forest road system were identified in the field and a plan to correct
them was put together.

In 1992 the plan was executed.

2)  Objective

To remedy site and water quality problems caused from forest roads by carrying out road deactivation as part of
the Squamish Forest District Road Access Management Plan.

3)  The Plan

At the outset, it was recognized that execution of the plan would result in Mashiter water access roads being
classified as FSR - CR, (Forest Service Road - Closed Road).

A 1:10,000 map to show roads and drainage patterns was prepared from air photos and Forest Cover Series Maps.

A recent Mamquam drainage terrain study was referred to and locations of several terrain hazards were noted
within the Mashiter watershed.

Both problems and remedial actions were identified, noted and marked along 33 km of forest road.  Each road was
walked and distances recorded using a hip-chain.  Problems were marked with ribbon and appropriate remedial
actions with spray -paint.  The remedial actions at specific locations were indicated on the map.
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Decisions were made on what equipment should be used, constraints were considered, a schedule was drawn up
and, finally, total project costs were estimated.

The plan was documented and submitted for approval.

4)  Execution

The plan was approved but the budget of $75,000 was revised to $50,000.  Execution of the plan started on
August 24, 1992 and was completed on September 22, 1992, after 24 working days.  The actual cost, which
included equipment hourly rental rates and consulting / supervision fees, came to $42,406.

The planned equipment package of a 235 Excavator, a D3 Bulldozer and small dump-truck was superseded by a
single 225 Excavator equipped with thumb and extra rock bucket.  The versatility of this one machine proved to be
more than adequate to carry out all the remedial actions.

In general, the plan called for restoring the disturbed terrain to its original pattern.  The main activities amounted
to the following:

a)  Equipment access
b)  Culvert removal
c)  Cross-ditch construction
d)  Sidecast pull-back excavation
e)  Crossing restoration
f)  Landing rehabilitation
g)  Bridge removal
h)  Vegetation re-establishment

a)  Equipment access

Access, refers to the machine working its way to the farthest point where it is to start carrying out the remedial
actions.  Travel, refers to the machine walking from one task to the next.

Table 1 shows equipment speeds under various conditions experienced in the Mashiter.

Table 1
225D Travel Speeds during Access

Condition km/hr M/min $/km

Handbook estimate 2.10 35.0 67
Mashiter main road 1.50 25.0 94
Eroded branch road 0.44 7.5 321
Loose side blockage 0.18 3.1 785
Hardpan reconstruction 0.16 2.6 883
Rock slide blockage 0.07 1.2 2017

b)  Culvert removal

The 225 had very little trouble with the removal, flattening and burial of 8 metre CMP pipe or the removal of 8
metre wooden culverts.  Removal time was insignificant to the time spent in forming subsequent cross-ditches.

Large wooden culverts took considerably longer to remove.  Both logs and punching had to be excavated and
removed from the main channel.  Without the thumb attachment, this task would take much longer.
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A cost summary is shown in Table 3.

c)  Cross-ditching

Where the deactivated road is to be physically cut off to vehicular traffic, as it is in the Mashiter, slopes into cross-
ditches can be shallow or as steep as the soil demands.  Where the deactivated road is to cater to vehicular traffic,
slopes into cross-ditches must allow vehicles to pass without spoiling the integrity of the structure.

The 225 was particularly adept at sorting and storing rocky material from either the original road ballast or from
side cut accumulations for placement and compaction at cross-ditch outflows.

A cost summary is shown in Table 3.

d)  Sidecast Pull-back excavation

Sidecast, resulting from original road construction techniques, is comprised of stumps, logs, woody debris, rock,
boulders and various oil types.  While natural slopes of repose varied from 55% to 75%, the corresponding
sidecast slopes varied from 70% to 145%.

Along several roads, tension cracks indicated sidecast instability.  In some cases, sidecast material had already slid
down hillsides to destroy growing site and cause stream deterioration.

In an attempt to stabilize terrain at these locations, pull-back excavation was carried out.

Productivity was hindered by stumps and logs or by excessive logs.  Restriction to swing where roads were narrow
and cut banks high slowed down the operation.

Table 2 shows a summary of measurement recorded on 2 km.

Table 2
225D Sidecast Pull-back Excavation

Category Easy Average Difficult Total

Time (min) 310 842 2145 3297
Cost ($) 730 1982 5049 7761
Distance (m) 332 565 1088 1985
Volume (m3) 554 1074 2119 3747
M/min 1.1 0.7 0.5 0.6
m3/min 1.8 1.3 1.0 1.1
$/M 2.2 3.5 4.7 3.9
$/m3 1.3 1.8 2.4 2.1

e)  Crossing restoration

At major stream crossing, where flow is disrupted, the road and stream banks became badly scoured and result in
continual erosion and sedimentation.

Crossing restoration comprises: removing the debris accumulation together with the failed drainage structure,
excavating and shaping a new steam basin, lining the basin and outlet with protective rock, and sorting, storing,
burying, and compacting phases.
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Where large culverts had been buried or where stumps and logs had been used as fill, restoration took more time.
The versatility of the 225, with thumb attachment, was most impressive during the excavating, sorting, storing,
buying and compacting phases.

A cost summary is shown in Table 3.

f)  Landing rehabilitation

On this project, landings were not rehabilitated.  There were four landings deemed important for future fire
prevention or silvicultural activities and these were cleared so that they could be used as heliports.  The landings
were cleared at a cost of $35 each.

g)  Bridge removal

The only bridge to be removed was located at the Mashiter river main crossing.  The bridge was in an advanced
state of decay.  Only 3 stringers and half of the decking which was matted with conifer seedlings remained.

The old deck was removed in 0.75 hours, the cribbing, accessible on one side only, 1.6 hours, for a total cost of
$330.

h)  Vegetation establishment

It is important to consolidate freshly exposed soils.  Pioneer species are not always adequate and artificial seeding
accelerates the process.  Fry seeding took place after the previous phases were completed.

After surface consolidation through vegetation and compaction from normal winter snowfall, confer planting is
contemplated for the 1993 season.

5)  Costs

The costs and productivity experienced for each remedial action can be used to forecast schedules and budgets for
similar deactivation projects.

Table 3 shows typical costs and productivity experienced on the Mashiter deactivation report.
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Table 3

Cost and Productivity by Remedial Action using a 225D LC

Category Easy Average Difficult

Equipment
Access

No
Restriction

Some
Obstacles

Excessive
surface erosion

$/km 67 94 321

Min/km 28 40 136

Culvert Removal
CMP

8 m @ 50 cm dia
Wood

8 x 1 x 0.4
Wood

15 x 3.5 x 1.0

$/culvert 45 55 195

Min/culvert 20 25 85

Cross -
Ditching

<10 m 10 m >10 m

$/cross-ditch 18 27 29

Min/cross-ditch 7 11 12

Sidecast
pull-back

Loose Material
No 225 swing

restriction

Logs & Stumps
Some 225 swing

restriction

Large Stumps
logs, rock

some restriction

$/m 2.2 3.5 4.7

Min/m 1.0 1.5 2.0

Crossing
Restoration

20 x 4
Some debris

25 x 8
Buried logs

25 x 14
Large culvert

$/crossing 140 310 1025

Min/crossing 60 132 435
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6)  Summary

The objective, to deactivate the Mashiter watershed forest road system, was achieved.  The problems, identified in
the plan, were resolved through taking appropriate actions.

Table 4 shows the distribution of 225 work time to the various phases of the project

Table 4
Project Work Time Distribution

Phase Work Cost ($) Percent

Access 2443 5750 21.6
Travel 755 1777 6.7
Culvert Removal 257 605 2.3
Cross-ditching 1024 2410 9.0
Sidecast pull-back 5581 13136 49.3
Crossing restoration 1065 2505 9.4
Landing clearing 60 141 0.5
Bridge removal 140 332 1.2

Had is been possible to restore the disturbed terrain to its original pattern progressively as harvesting was
completed by following a comprehensive road deactivation plan, much of this expenditure would not have been
required.
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Mamquam River Road Deactivation Project     Type of machine:  Hit. UH 14
Machine Cost/hour:     $133.00

Remedial Abb. TIME (minutes) Cost ($)
  Action easy avg diff easy avg diff

Cross-ditch X 11.0 17.0 21.0 $24.38 $37.68 $46.55
Water-bar W 11.0 17.0 21.0 $24.38 $37.68 $46.55
Ford F 11.0 17.0 21.0 $24.38 $37.68 $46.55
Pull Wooden Culvert PWC 15.0 30.0 50.0 $33.25 $66.50 $110.83
Pull Metal Culvert PMC 10.0 15.0 20.0 $22.17 $33.25 $44.33
Ditch - 1m length D 0.6 0.8 1.0 $1.33 $1.77 $2.22
Pull-back – 1m length P 1.5 2.5 3.0 $3.33 $5.54 $6.65
Pull-back landings PL 1.5 2.5 3.0 $3.33 $5.54 $6.65
Pull-back debris PD 1.5 2.5 3.0 $3.33 $5.54 $6.65
Pull-back berm (PB) PB 0.1 0.3 0.5 $0.22 $0.67 $1.11
Access per km 40.0 67.0 $88.67 $148.52
Travel per km 29.0 $64.28
Hydroseeding per ha H 60.0 $2,000.00

Notes:
1. Access is machine time required to open a road and travel to where the deactivation will start.
2. Travel is machine time required to walk machine back along a road being deactivated.
3. Figures do not include transportation of equipment, personnel, and fuel to job site.
4. Figures assume appropriate machinery for the job and necessary accessories (in most cases, a

crawler excavator with a rating factor of at least 30 and equipped with an hydraulic thumb).

Definitions of easy, average and difficult (provided by the Vancouver Forest Region) are given below.
Estimates of machine hours are based on time and motion studies carried out for the Mashiter Road
Deactivation Project, Squamish Forest District, Vancouver Forest Region.

Pullback:

Easy (E): 80% (by volume) or more of the material is broken rock, soil, logs and stumps, with
particle sizes up to 300 mm.

Average (A): 80% (by volume) or more of the material is broken rock, soil, logs and stumps, with
particle sizes greater than 300 mm but less than 500 mm.

Difficult (D): 80% (by volume) or more of the material is broken rock, soil, logs and stumps, with
particle sizes greater than 500 mm.

Cross-ditches, waterbars, fords:

Easy (E): 80% (by volume) or more of the surface material is generally loose and has fragment
sizes less than 50 mm.

Average (A): 80% (by volume) or more of the surface material consists of shot rock or dense
natural soil having fragment sizes greater than 50 mm but less than 100 mm.

Difficult (D): 80% (by volume) or more of the surface material consists of shot rock, boulders, or
rock protrusions having sizes greater than 100 mm.
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Mamquam River Road Deactivation Project revised Jun 14, ’94 5:47 PM
Area: Raffuse Creek Hours Required: 81 h Road cost= $6,263
Road: G6F Days: 10.2 d Silvi. cost= $5,558

Surveyed: Jul 26 Road length: 1795 m TOTAL= $11,821

Road
Dist. Action Silv.

Hydro
Seed
(ha)

Cat.

(E,A,D)

Time or
Distance
min or m

Time
(min)

Road
Cost
($)

Silv.
Cost
($)

0 start at top west end of G6F road
0 pl s d 55 165 $0 $366
55 pl s e 55 83 $0 $183
85 x a 10 17 $38 $0

125 pd s a 135 338 $0 $748
140 x e 8 11 $24 $0
260 p d 140 420 $931 $0
260 h 0.54 32 $0 $1,080
285 x e 8 11 $24 $0
315 x e 8 11 $24 $0
345 x e 8 11 $24 $0
375 x e 8 11 $24 $0
375 pd a 5 13 $28 $0
400 p a 55 138 $305 $0
425 x a 10 17 $38 $0
455 p d 40 120 $266 $0
475 f e 11 $24 $0
495 pl s d 35 105 $0 233
530 p d 45 135 $299 $0
540 x a 10 17 $38 $0
570 x a 10 17 $38 $0
585 pl s a 15 38 $0 $83
600 p d 60 180 $399 $0
610 x a 10 17 $38 $0
610 pwc a 30 $67 $0
660 pd s e 30 45 $0 $100
675 x e 11 $24 $0
690 p e 55 83 $183 $0
700 x e 11 $24 $0
730 x a 17 $38 $0
745 p d 120 360 $798 $0
795 x a 17 $38 $0
805 x a 17 $38 $0
805 pwc e 15 $33 $0
865 p s e 45 68 $0 $150
880 x a 17 $38 $0
880 x a 17 $38 $0
910 x a 17 $38 $0
935 p s e 30 45 $0 $100
965 previously rehabilitated road
965 p s e 65 98 $0 $216
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Mamquam River Road Deactivation Project revised Jun 14, ’94 5:47 PM
Area: Raffuse Creek Hours Required: 81 h Road cost= $6,263
Road: G6F Days: 10.2 d Silvi. cost= $5,558

Surveyed: Jul 26 Road length: 1795 m TOTAL= $11,821

Road
Dist. Action Silv.

Hydro
Seed
(ha)

Cat.

(E,A,D)

Time or
Distance
min or m

Time
(min)

Road
Cost
($)

Silv.
Cost
($)

990 x d 21 $47 $0
1050 jcn landing road
1050 p s e 160 240 $0 $532
1080 x d 21 $47 $0
1120 x a 17 $38 $0
1120 pwc d 50 $111 $0
1200 f d 21 $47 $0
1200 pwc d 50 $111 $0
1200 extra a 20 20 $44 $0
1235 p d 80 240 $532 $0
1245 x d 21 $47 $0
1245 pwc d 0 $0 $0
1245 extra a 30 30 $67 $0
1245 p s e 70 105 $0 $233
1315 p s e 25 38 $0 $83
1325 x d 21 $47 $0
1340 p e 40 60 $133 $0
1375 p s a 145 363 $0 $804
1375 x a 17 $38 $0
1375 pwc e 15 $33 $0
1410 x a 17 $38 $0
1440 x a 17 $38 $0
1460 x d 21 $47 $0
1500 x a 17 $38 $0
1520 p d 40 120 $266 $0
1560 p s e 130 195 $0 $432
1565 x d 21 $47 $0
1645 x a 17 $38 $0
1645 x a 17 $38 $0
1690 p d 15 45 $100 $0
1705 p s e 65 98 $0 $216
1720 x a 17 $38 $0
1770 x d 21 $47 $0
1795 jcn with G6 road
road access 72 72 $159 $0
road travel 52 52 $115 $0

1795 m 0.5 4878 $6,263 $5,558
81 h
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Mamquam River Road Deactivation Project revised Jun 14, ’94 5:47 PM
Area: Raffuse Creek Hours Required: 81 h Road cost= $6,263
Road: G6F Days: 10.2 d Silvi. cost= $5,558

Surveyed: Jul 26 Road length: 1795 m TOTAL= $11,821

Road
Dist. Action Silv.

Hydro
Seed
(ha)

Cat.

(E,A,D)

Time or
Distance
min or m

Time
(min)

Road
Cost
($)

Silv.
Cost
($)

Times and Costs by Activity Breakdown

Activity Time (minutes) Cost ($) TOTAL
E A D ha E A D COST

X 77 323 147 $171 $716 $326 $1,213
W 0 0 0 $0 $0 $0 $0
F 11 0 21 $24 $0 $47 $71

PWC 30 30 100 $67 $67 $222 355
PMC 0 0 0 $0 $0 $0 $0

D 0 0 0 $0 $0 $0 $0
P 1028 500 1620 2,278 1,108 $3,591 $6,977

PL 0 38 270 $0 $83 $599 $682
PD 128 350 0 $283 $776 $0 $1,058
PB 0 0 0 $0 $0 $0 $0
H 32 0.5 $1,080 $1,080

ACCESS 72 $159 $159
TRAVEL 52 $115 $115
EXTRA 50 $111 $111

TOTAL 1273 1447 2158 0.5 $2,822 $4,215 $4,784 $11,821
21 h 24 h 36 h
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RELATIVE COST-EFFECTIVENESS OF EROSION CONTROL
FOR FOREST LAND REHABILITATION,

REDWOOD NATIONAL PARK, NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

William Weaver and Ronald A. Sonnevil1

Abstract

In 1978 the U.S. Congress expanded Redwood
National Park.  About 13,800 hectares (34,000 acres) of
this area, which had previously been modified by road
building and timber harvest, is now the focus of a large-
scale rehabilitation program aimed at reducing
accelerated erosion rates and speeding the vegetative
recovery of cutover lands.

For each rehabilitation site, detailed geomorphic
maps delineated natural and disturbed drainages, slope
instabilities, and other erosional problems.  Next, heavy
equipment disaggregated and outsloped logging roads,
excavated road fill from stream channels, removed
unstable road fill from road prisms, and restored altered
drainages to their natural patterns.  After heavy
equipment work was completed, labor-intensive work
crews constructed erosion control structures to stabilize
gullies and stream channels, minimize rainsplash erosion
and rilling, and promote revegetation of disturbed areas.
Checkdams, water ladders and flumes, wattling, contour
trenches, wooded terraces, ravel catchers, mulches and
vegetative techniques were used.

Unfortunately, traditional cost-benefit analyses
cannot be routinely applied to such forest land
rehabilitation practices because soil and many other
watershed amenities have little conventional net
economic value.  Thus, at Redwood National Park a
quantitative measure of erosion control cost-effectiveness
was developed which evaluates  individual techniques on
the basis of treatment costs and the amount of sediment
prevented from entering and being transported by
streams.

Erosion control work at the park is divided into
primary and secondary treatments.  Most primary
practices (those aimed at controlling erosion caused by

past logging or road building activities) have been
accomplished at a cost-effectiveness of from $1 to
$10/yd3 of sediment "saved."  Secondary erosion control
practices (those designed to minimize erosion on areas
disturbed during primary treatment) are from one to three
orders of magnitude less cost-effective than primary
treatments.  Primary practices, typically performed by
heavy earth-moving machinery, are intended to minimize
stream channel erosion and landsliding while secondary
treatments, consisting of heavy equipment or labor
intensive work, are intended to control stream channel
scour or surface erosion and promote revegetation on
areas disturbed during primary treatment.

On logged land in Redwood National Park,
secondary treatments used to control stream channel
erosion are generally much more cost-effective than
treatments designed to control surface erosion.  This is
primarily a reflection of the relative contribution of two
erosion processes to total sediment yield.  Even
treatments designed to control similar erosional problems
display differences in cost-effectiveness greater than one
order of magnitude.  Whether in conjunction with the
original land use or as part of subsequent rehabilitation
activities, prevention is clearly the most cost-effective
technique for minimizing sediment production and yield.

Introduction

Redwood National Park was established by Public
Law 90-245 in 1968 to preserve significant examples of
primeval coastal redwood forests and the streams and
seashores with which they are associated.  The Park’s
redwood forests include the world’s tallest measured tree
along with several others nearly as tall on alluvial flats
adjacent to Redwood Creek.  From the moment of Park
creation, timber harvesting and road construction
disturbances in the Redwood Creek watershed outside the
park combined with natural processes to pose imminent
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threats to park resources.  Interactions between inherently
unstable, highly erodible hillslopes, exceptionally severe
storms and intensive land use practices have caused
Redwood Creek and many of its major tributaries to
transport far more sediment than natural.

Roughly 90 percent of the forests in the Red Creek
basin have been logged since 1945.  Logging practices
resulting in vegetation removal, pervasive alteration of
hillside drainages, development of an extensive logging
road network, and construction of thousands of miles of
tractor log-skidding trails, greatly accelerated erosional
processes (Janda et al. 1975).  Changes included
increased runoff, modification of the natural hydrologic
regime and increased sediment yield.  Other problems
such as increased landsliding, filling and widening of
stream beds, erosion of stream banks, damage to
streamside vegetation, and overall degradation of natural
aquatic ecosystems have been documented (Nolan et al.
1976; Harden et al. 1978).

Congress, in establishing park boundaries in the
1968 Act, had not anticipated the magnitude of adverse
impacts resulting from continued logging in the
watershed upstream from parklands.  In 1978, Congress
amended the Redwood National Park Act through P.L.
95-250 to enlarge the park by 19,500 ha (48,000 ac).  It
also authorized preparation and implementation of a
watershed rehabilitation program aimed at controlling
erosion on lands within the Redwood Creek basin,
thereby eventually diminishing threats to park resources
(Figure 1).

This paper will review the methodology and
specific techniques Redwood National Park has
employed in its rehabilitation program to control
accelerated erosion on lands which were impacted by
timber harvest and road building.  In the second part of
the paper, results from cost analyses, post-rehabilitation
erosion inventories and plot studies have been combined
to yield a quantitative measure of short term erosion
control cost-effectiveness for forest land restoration
practices.

General Description of Area

Redwood Creek drains a 725 km2 (280 mi2)
watershed in the mountainous, coastal region of Northern
California.  The headwaters begin near elevations of
1,525 m (5,000 ft) and the creek flows north-northwest to
the Pacific Ocean near Orick, California.  Through most
of the parklands, Redwood Creek follows the trace of a
major geologic structure, the Grogan Fault, which divides

the land into two different terrain types.  The basin’s
westside is underlain by well-foliated, mica-quartz-
feldspar schist, and generally has steeper hillslopes and
higher drainage density than the east slope.  In contrast,
the east side is primarily underlain by pervasively
sheared sandstones and siltstones and it supports more
gentle slopes, loamy soil, locally large earthflow prairie
areas, and a lower drainage density.

Annual precipitation in the lower one-third of the
Redwood Creek basin between 1938 and 1980 averaged
approximately 2000 mm (79 in.).  Four major storms
(1964, 1972 (2), 1975) occurred since logging began on
most of the area.  Harvesting and road construction on
many sites occurred after 1964, but prior to or
immediately after the storms of 1972.  While the
magnitudes of the 1972 storms were probably less than
either the 1964 or 1975 rainfall events (Harden et al.
1978), their erosive impact appears to have been greatest,
perhaps because clearcutting and tractor yarding on many
of the areas had been recently completed.

Landuse and Erosion

A significant problem associated with timber
harvesting and road building in mountainous terrain is an
increase in soil erosion rates and resultant sediment yield
(Anderson 1979; Kelsey 1980; Swanson 1981).  Few
places in North America display this more graphically
than the Redwood Creek basin where physiographic,
geologic and climatic factors, together with complex land
use patterns, have contributed to exceptionally high
erosion rates (Janda et al. 1975).  For example during 6
years of record beginning in 1971, Redwood Creek at
Orick, California, transported a mean annual suspended
sediment load of 2,619 t/km2 (7,500 ton/mi2), 32 percent
higher than the Eel River at Scotia, California (Janda
1978), which had previously been characterized as the
most rapidly eroding, non-glaciated basin of comparable
size in North America (Brown and Ritter 1969).  While
Redwood Creek’s suspended sediment discharge was
estimated to be 8.6 times greater than the expected
normal rate of delivery (Anderson 1979), synoptic storm
sampling indicated that some tributary basins with severe
ground disruption from recent timber harvesting yielded
as much as 17 times the suspended sediment, per unit
area, as nearby unharvested basins (Janda 1978).

Logging Methods

When in private ownership, cutover lands now a
part of Redwood National Park were logged by one of
three methods.  Early logging (c. 1930s) utilized "steam
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Figure 1. Location of erosion control project sites in Redwood National Park.
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donkey" winches to yard (drag) trees over great distances
to ridge top areas.  Logs were then loaded and hauled to
nearby mills by railroad.  Although this early clear cut
logging left behind great quantities of logging slash and
removed most of the vegetation of cutover areas, soil
disturbance and drainage pattern disruption were not
severe.

More modern cable yarding practices required
extensive road construction, yet such logging became
common in Redwood Creek only after the last major
storm in 1975.  Field observations and data from
erosional inventories suggests that although sediment
production from these recently clear cut, cable yarded
hillslopes has been negligible so far, landslides and gully
erosion could become important within the next several
decades.

In total, steam donkey and recent cable yarded
clear cut lands comprise 23 percent of the 13,000 ha
(32,000 ac) of cutover area in the Redwood Creek
portion of Redwood National Park (Best 1984).
However, most of the increased erosion from land use
disturbances has been derived from 800 ha (2,000 ac) of
roaded grasslands and 10,000 ha (25,000 ac) of tractor
yarded forest lands (Weaver et al. 1984).

When logging was done by tractors, felled trees
were yarded downhill to the nearest logging road and
loaded on trucks.  In the process, yarding tractors
constructed a network of interconnecting skid trails
which crossed nearly every hillslope stream channel at
frequent intervals.  In every case, this method of logging
was marked by extreme ground disturbance (Figure 2).
Typically, upon completion of clear-cut operations, from
80 to 85 percent of the ground surface had been bared
and roughly 40 percent of the site was covered by areas
of severe ground disturbance including roads, landings
and skid trails (Janda et al. 1975).  The effect was a near
total disruption of the microtopographic features of a site
and obliteration of all but the major channels of the
original drainage network (Figure 3).  Compacted areas
(roads, trails and landings) generated rapid surface
runoff during winter storms and diverted streams found
new paths over the disturbed landscape.

Erosion Problems on Logged Land in
Redwood National Park

The primary erosional impacts of timber
harvesting and related activities were:  1) massive soil

disturbance on steep slopes logged by crawler tractors,
2)  road cuts and fills which are prone to mass failure,  3)
widespread alteration of natural drainage networks,  4)
cutbank interception of groundwater, and an increase in
impermeable bare soil areas associated with logging
roads, causing increased runoff during storms,  5)
surface runoff disruption leading to development of
extensive gully systems, particularly on areas with deep,
fine grained soils, and  6)  direct deposition of sediment
and organic debris in stream channels.  In addition,
stream channels.  In addition, stream channels adjusting
to the above impacts have shown an increase in
streamside landsliding.

Because of the tremendous size of the trees in old
growth redwood and Douglas-fir forests, tractors created
deep cuts while making skid roads to drag out the logs.
These deep tractor cuts on the hillslopes created major
erosion problems and hampered revegetation.  Skid
roads frequently became gullies when they intercepted
and concentrated groundwater and increased surface
runoff during rain storms.  The spiderweb network of
bulldozer skid roads severely disrupted the natural
drainage network.  Gullies formed from diverted streams
flowing over bare hillslopes.  Concentrated water
saturated soil fills which led to destructive debris
avalanches or torrents moving down steep stream
channels.

Logging roads and their effect on diverting
surface runoff constitute one of the greatest erosion
problems in the logged watersheds in Redwood National
Park (Weaver et al. 1984).  Roads increased erosion
principally through the mass failure of cut and fill slopes
and by diverting streams and concentrating surface
erosion to produce hillslope gully systems (Figure 4).
Stream side landslides, as well as slope failures triggered
by road construction and logging-related disturbances,
accounted for substantial quantities of sediment
delivered directly to perennial streams (LaHusen 1984;
Kelsen et al. 1984).

Redwood National Park also has 800 ha (2000 acres) of
prairie.  Practically all these prairies are traversed by
ranch or logging roads.  Many of the roads have altered
natural drainage patterns established on these erosionally
sensitive slopes by intercepting and diverting upslope
runoff. Gullies several tens of feet deep and thousands of
feet long, as well as newly activated slumps and
earthflows, formed as slopes adjusted to altered
hydrologic conditions.
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Figure 2. Oblique aerial photograph of tractor logged clear cut area now within Redwood National Park.  Note
logging road traversing lower slope and the intricate web of recently constructed skid trails.

Erosion Control Techniques Used
in Redwood National Park

The rehabilitation program, begun in 1978, is a
multifaceted effort designed to meet the following
objectives:   1)  to minimize the amount of sediment
delivered to stream channels from areas disturbed by
logging,   2)  to remove over 400 km (250 mi) of logging
roads,   3)  to protect or restore aquatic and riparian
resources,   4)  to accelerate the conversion of logged
timberlands to a reasonable mimic of old growth coastal
redwood forests, and    5)  to encourage the prevention
and control of accelerated erosion on private lands where
timber is still being harvested upstream from the park
(USDI 1981a).

The rehabilitation program, expected to span
approximately 15 years, is addressing each of the above
objectives.  During the first five years, erosion control
efforts were concentrated on recently cutover terrain
where severe erosion problems were found adjacent to
watercourses or threatened to deliver sediment directly to
streams.  Rehabilitation on such sites progressed in three
stages:  1)  geomorphic mapping and erosion inventory,

2)  major earth moving using heavy equipment, and  3)
installation of erosion control structures and revegetation
by manual labor.

The first phase detailed geomorphic mapping,
delineated surface drainage patterns and gully systems,
areas of emerging groundwater, active and inactive
landslides, culvert locations along roads, tractor-
constructed fill crossings of stream channels, and
excessive organic or inorganic debris in streams.
Erosion mapping was done during the wet winter months
at a rate of roughly 6 ha (15 ac) per person-day.  This
information was then used to set priorities for potential
work sites, prescribe site specific erosion control
treatments and prepare cost estimates for the work to
follow.

Heavy Equipment Rehabilitation Work

The second major stage of each rehabilitation
project occurred in the dry summer months.  In this
phase, heavy equipment was used for major earth
moving tasks.  Bulldozers, dragline cranes, hydraulic
excavators and backhoes removed road fill crossings
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Figure 3. Close-up oblique aerial view of tractor logged hillslope which was clear cut in 1975-1976.  By 1978 (date
of photo), areas between skid trails had already begun to revegetate.  Photography shows two road
crossings and at least seven skid trail crossings of the intermittent stream which flows from top-center to
bottom-center of the hillslope.  Note uncut, old growth forest below the lower road.
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Figure 4. Planimetric map of typical gully developed on logged land in Redwood National Park.  Perennial stream
was diverted out of its natural channel when organic debris plugged the culvert entrance.  Once water
spilled over the outside of the road, a large gully developed on the clear cut hillslope below.  Occasional
channel cross-sections are shown.  Total measured erosion from this gully was 3660 cubic yards
(2800 m3).

from stream channels and reestablished the approximate
pre-road channel configuration and gradient (Figure 5).
Bulldozers and hydraulic excavators or backhoes worked
in tandem or alone to excavate debris and skid trail fill
from incised stream channels.  Where streams had been
artificially diverted by logging activity, or where
groundwater emerged from cutbanks, this same
equipment redirected water to natural channels.
Backhoes and excavators placed large rock in the bottom
of newly excavated channels to protect the streambed
from downcutting during winter flows (Figure 6).

Earth moving equipment was used extensively to
remove logging roads and stabilize log landings.
Typically, the rock-surfaced road bench was first
decompacted using chisel rippers mounted on a

bulldozer (Figure 7).  Several passes of the tractor
successfully disaggregated the upper 0.5 m (1.5 ft) of
material and increased the infiltration rate of the
previously impermeable surface.  Then, oversteepended
fill material and organic debris from the outside edge of
the road or landing was placed by a dragline crane or
excavator, or pushed by a bulldozer, onto the stable
inside half of the road bench (Figure 8).  To "outslope" a
road, a bulldozer then graded this material against the
cutbank at a 3° to 20° gradient, obliterating the inboard
ditch and directing surface runoff across the former road
alignment (Figure 9).  For road segments located on
extremely steep, unstable slopes, excavated road fill was
loaded into dump trucks and "end-hauled" to a stable
disposal site.  In contrast, decompaction (ripping) of the
road surface, together with the construction of irregularly
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Figure 5. Hydraulic excavator and bulldozer completing stream crossing excavation on a former logging road.
The excavator removed soil and organic debris from the stream channel while the bulldozer distributed
spoil material to stable locations farther down the road.

spaced cross road drains, or ditches, was the main
treatment for many roads and landings found on gently
sloped or stable hillslope locations.  Road accounted for
less than 5 percent of the area of rehabilitation sites, but
often required up to 90 percent of total equipment time
for correction of erosion problems.

Labor Intensive Rehabilitation Work

Following the geomorphic mapping and heavy
equipment earthmoving phases of rehabilitation, labor
crews refined the earthwork, constructed erosion control
devices and planted areas bared during earlier heavy
equipment operations.  At locations inappropriate for
heavy equipment activity, labor crews constructed
waterbars or ditches to disperse concentrated surface
runoff or redirect diverted water.  Hand constructed
erosion control devices, installed prior to the first heavy
winter rains, dissipated the erosive force of falling rain
and flowing water in order to control rainsplash, and
sheet, rill and gully erosion.  These structures included
wooded terraces, contour trenches, wattles, ravel
catchers, mulches, check dams, rock armor, water
ladders, flumes and energy dissipators.

Techniques for Controlling Erosion in Gullies and
Small Stream Channels

Bank erosion and channel downcutting in
unprotected gully systems and recently excavated
stream channels could have been a substantial source of
sediment production from rehabilitated clear cut areas.
Both check dams and rock armor were used to protect
highly erodible channel banks and beds.  In 1978-1980,
check dams were confined to streams with less than
about 0.6 cms (20 cfs), mean annual peak discharge.
Most structures were constructed from redwood slabs
which were split or milled at each work site (Figure 10).

Installed in a sequence such that the sediment
basin behind one dam abutted the base of the next
upstream, check dams effectively prevented further
channel downcutting, helped stabilize adjacent stream
banks and provided a fertile substrate for vegetation
(Figure 11).  Once erosion was retarded, vegetation
became reestablished and will provide root support and
surface protection when check dams deteriorate after
their expected lifetime of about 10 years.  Periodic
maintenance inspections following winter storms helped
prevent premature check dam failure.
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Figure 6. Before and after photographs of skid trail crossing excavation on tractor logged hillslope.  Top picture
shows wedge shaped mass of soil and logging slash which was bulldozed into the channel during logging
operations in 1975.  In lower photo, taken after rehabilitation work was completed in 1980, debris has
been removed from the watercourse.  Straw mulch was applied to the bare sideslopes and the channel was
armored with coarse rock fragments to control post-rehabilitation erosion.
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Figure 7. Photographs showing mechanical ripping
of former logging roads in Redwood
National Park.  Compacted road surfaces
are disaggregated to a depth of 30 inches
(75 cm) by several passes of large,
specially equipped bulldozers.  Ripping
results in increased infiltration, decreased
surface runoff and quicker revegetation.
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Figure 8. Top diagram shows typical logging road in cross section.  Below, slope configuration after road
outsloping.  Sidecast fill material has been transferred to the inside of the road bench.
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Figure 9. Before and after photographs of typical outsloped logging  road in Redwood National Park.
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Figure 10. Schematic drawing of split or milled redwood board check dam.
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Figure 11. Profile along a gully bottom showing proper placement of a series of check dams with lower-most check
dam built on a nonerodible base (called base level).

Check dams were typically 0.25-1.0 m (0.75-3.0
ft) high, and 0.5-3.0 m (1-10 ft) wide, depending on
stream gradient and width (Figure 12).  They required 5-
15 person-hours, or more, to construct and install.
Compared to other erosion control techniques, check
dams were relatively expensive, but their high
effectiveness in stabilizing rapidly eroding watercourses
warranted their use in many cases.

Armoring newly excavated stream channels with
rocks also controlled downcutting and lateral erosion
(Figure 13).  Like check dams, rocking promoted
immediate channel bank and bed stabilization while
allowing time for vegetation to become established.
Rock aggregate was quarried, transported and placed in
channels by heavy equipment.  Stream crossings
required 10-300 m3 (15-400 yd3) of rock ranging from
30-100 cm (0.5-3.5 ft) in diameter.  Manual rocking was
used in channels inaccessible to dump trucks and in first
order streams where large boulders were not essential.
Although rocks shifted slightly in the first winter season
until they were firmly bedded in channel, minor erosion
occurred during this adjustment period.

In channels that were too steep to use check dams
or rocking, water ladders or flumes were used instead to
arrest headcut erosion at stream knickpoints.  Water
ladders are stair-stepped wooden structures that convey
concentrated runoff over short reaches of steep, unstable
slopes, while dissipating the kinetic energy of the water
(Figure 14).  Water flumes are analogous structures
which convey water in wooden chutes with baffles
instead of ladder treads.  Both were effective erosion
control tools in small watercourses, provided that  1)  all
flow was diverted into the structures,  2)  they could
accommodate peak flows, and  3)  energy dissipators
were installed at the outlets.  Because of their high cost
($300-$800 per 20-foot structure), water ladders, and
flumes were only used where less expensive methods
were not feasible.

To prevent erosion by flowing water at the outlets
of structures, wood boards, coarse rock, and anchored
logging slash were used to dissipate the energy of
cascading water.  Energy dissipators were an integral
part of the design and cost of structures such as water
ladders, check dams, and flumes.
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Figure 12. Photographs showing small and large redwood board check dams constructed on rehabilitation sites in
Redwood National Park.  Effective spillway heights (see Figure 10) are roughly 1.0 feet (0.3 m) and 3.0
feet (1.0 m), respectively.  Spillway capacities were designed for the 20-year flood.
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Figure 13. Excavated stream channel protected by a blanket of coarse rock armor.  Care must be taken to protect a
channel width corresponding to the design wetted perimeter and to use rock which will remain in place
during the design flood.

Techniques for Controlling Surface Erosion

Two general categories of treatments were applied
to control surface erosion.  These included:    1)
treatments consisting of contour terracing structures
intended to disperse concentrated runoff and cause
deposition of eroded sediment (wooded terraces, contour
trenches, ravel catchers, and wattles) and 2)  treatments
applied as a protective ground cover to prevent soil from
eroding (mulches and seeding).

While waterbars diverted concentrated surface
runoff, wooded terraces, wattles and contour trenches
acted to disperse runoff or prevent surface water from
concentrating (Figure 15).  Wooded terraces (soil
benches constructed on a contour and supported on the
downslope edge of woody material) dispersed runoff
through the terracing effect, trapped soil particles
transported from bare areas upslope.  Contour trenches,
discontinuous ditches dug on contour into bare
hillslopes, acted as small trap basins from surface runoff
and eroded sediment.  Both structures promoted
infiltration of surface runoff into the soil, but were
relatively expensive to install.  Because preliminary data
suggested that rainsplash, sheet and rill erosion played a

minor role in total sediment delivery from rehabilitation
sites, these structures were only used on critical areas
during early years of the program.

Physical erosion control structures eventually
deteriorate.  Vegetation must be reestablished on
disturbed sites to assure a long-term reduction in
sediment yield.  Wattling combines physical and
vegetative protection for disturbed slopes.  Wattles,
bundles of small branches and stems partially buried in
contour trenches on hillslopes, found small terraces that
trapped fine sediment derived from slope wash and
dispersed runoff before it began to rill (Figure 16).  If
composed of sprouting species such as willow (Salix
spp), wattles provided the added stability of a root
structure as well as ground cover.  Wattles were effective
on moist, fine-grained soils, but also proved expensive to
install.

Mulches were applied to disturbed ground to provide
immediate protection from sheet and rill erosion, as well
as to preserve an open soil structure, high infiltration
rates and moist soil conditions.  Wood chips, logging
debris (slash), straw, jute netting (loosely woven hemp),
and excelsior blankets (shredded wood covered by a
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Figure 14. Typical water ladder design and installation.
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Figure 15. Examples of three types of contour terracing "structures"
used in the park’s erosion control program.  Wooded
terraces (upper left), willow wattles (upper right) and
ravel catchers (lower left) were all built with locally
derived, native materials.  Ravel catchers were partially
backfilled with soil and planted with willow stem
cuttings.
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Figure 16. Before and after photos of rehabilitation work completed along an unstable logging road.  Top picture
shows developing landslide.  In lower photo, unstable soil and logging debris have been excavated.  The
bare hillslope was contour wattled with a variety of sprouting plant species.
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biodegradable plastic netting) were used alone and in
combination (Figure 17).

Broadcast grass-legume seeding and fertilization were
used in some areas to provide a temporary ground cover
as protection from rainfall.  Application rates varied
from 45 to 100 kg/ha (250-550 lbs/ac).  Locally,
vigorous grass growth bound loose surface soil and
retarded ravelling and rill development; however, due to
the seasonal occurrence of heavy rains, a complete
ground cover was usually not established until late
winter.  The effectiveness of grass as a surface erosion
control treatment was strongly correlated with cover
density at the time significant winter rainfall began.

Other revegetation efforts included dense
plantings of stem cuttings of sprouting species, and
transplanting and seeding ground cover, brush and tree
species (Reed et al. 1984).  The primary purpose of these
efforts was to accelerate the development of a cohesive
root system to stabilize stream banks and beds, and
shallow slope instabilities.  Although revegetation
success of early projects has been studied (Reed and
Hektner 1984), evaluation of the effectiveness of
revegetation for erosion control must necessarily await
several more years observation.

Cost-effectiveness of
 Watershed Rehabilitation

The effectiveness of watershed rehabilitation, like
any other work, is primarily dependent upon the degree
to which stated goals have been obtained.  Success can
only be judged when clearly defined objectives have
been established against which results can then be
compared and evaluated.

In isolated situations where the end-product of
such work has an immediate and directly quantifiable
market value, a cost-benefit analysis will help determine
the advisability of initiating, continuing and/or
modifying restoration activities.  However, classic cost-
benefit analyses cannot be routinely assigned to erosion
control practices because forest soils have no easily
quantifiable economic value.

Since unitless cost-benefit ratios for erosion
control work at the park would have required the
assignment of unique monetary values to project
benefits, cost-effectiveness ratios were developed
instead.  Thus, rehabilitation cost-effectiveness has been
judged on the degree to which the stated goal of keeping
soil out of streams has been or is expected to be attained

rather than on economic return.  In this manner, various
techniques used to attain this goal were compared on the
basis of their cost and measured effectiveness.

A Discussion of the Controls
on Cost-effectiveness

The controls on rehabilitation cost-effectiveness
were derived from three principal sources.  First, the
goals of the program were of greatest overall importance
in determining how cost-effectiveness was measured and
evaluated.  The other two controls were, by definition,
those factors which influenced the effectiveness of
treatments and work procedures, and those factors which
determined project costs.  The remainder of this section
will describe the more important variables which
influenced each of the three controlling elements as they
related to erosion control work at Redwood National
Park.

Goals

The two fundamental goals of the park’s
watershed rehabilitation program are:   1)  to restore the
acquired area to a naturally functioning, self-
perpetuating redwood forest ecosystem, and    2)  to
reduce accelerated erosion rates and sediment yields
which continue to impact park resources (United States
Department of Interior 1981a).  Although revegetation
and restoration of the biological systems are important
elements of the program, primary emphasis has been
placed on the reduction of accelerated sediment
production and delivery.  With this objective for the
park’s erosion control program, cost-effectiveness was
measured, and techniques evaluated, on the basis of
treatment costs and the amount of sediment removed or
prevented from entering watercourses where it could
have been transported downstream.  The measure of
cost-effectiveness used in the park’s program was the
unit cost-per-volume of sediment "saved" from sediment
yield ($/yd3) over a specified period of time.

The dynamic nature of immediate goals in a long-
term rehabilitation program sometimes makes cost-
effectiveness evaluations most applicable to limited,
short-term objectives.  For example, in the park’s
program, the immediate goal of erosion-control
technique-development temporarily supplanted the long
range goal of minimizing increased sediment yield
(Sonnevil and Weaver 1982).  Thus, in 1978,
rehabilitation sites were selected to provide numerous
opportunities for controlling a wide variety of erosional
problems. Cost-effectiveness during this experimental
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Figure 17. Straw mulch has been routinely used to cover bare soil areas on reshaped logging roads (top photo) and at
excavated stream crossing sites (lower photo).  It acts to control erosion and improve site conditions for
revegetation.  In the lower photo, stream channel sideslopes were wattled, mulched with straw and
covered by jute netting.
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phase was not of overriding importance in determining
work site locations or technical prescriptions for erosion
control.  When objectives and other conditions do not
change through time (as has been the case in the park
program since 1979), technical improvements, increased
efficiency and experience aid in improving effectiveness,
decreasing costs and raising overall levels of cost-
effectiveness.

Effectiveness

By definition, factors which influence the
effectiveness of erosion control work also partially
determine the cost-effectiveness of these techniques.
Many treatments may show little or no change in their
effectiveness through time (e.g., road outsloping,
channel excavations, waterbars, rock armor).  Other
treatments, however, exhibit temporal variability that
ultimately affects the effectiveness (and cost-
effectiveness) of erosion control work.  For example,
successful revegetation will provide additional stability
and protection to a disturbed site as the plants increase in
size and number (Reed and Hektner 1981).  Thus,
revegetation represents an erosion control treatment
whose effectiveness increases through time, making it
one of the most cost-effective long-term treatments.  In
direct contrast, some erosion control treatments become
less effective through time, especially mulches and
structural devices such as wood check dams, flumes, and
water ladders.  Even though some structural measures
provide highly effective, immediate protection against
erosion, their limited life-span result in continuing
maintenance costs and generally decreasing levels of
effectiveness.  For those treatments which display
temporal variability in effectiveness, only their short
term effectiveness (1-2 years) was considered for cost-
effectiveness determinations in this report.

In addition to changes in the effectiveness of
erosion control work through time, the type and
magnitude of erosion processes can also exert substantial
control on the effectiveness ( and cost-effectiveness) of
watershed rehabilitation (e.g., see Kelsey et al. 1981).
Some erosional processes (e.g., raindrop and sheet
erosion) are highly amenable to treatment and effective
control, yet their relative contribution to sediment
production and yield may be minimal.  On the other
hand, deep-seated mass movement features, while
perhaps contributing a proportionately larger quantity of
sediment directly to streams could require huge
expenditures to treat.  In many cases, these sediment
sources may not be controllable.  Because of this, cost-
effectiveness should not be the only management tool

used to influence the decision-making process.  Either
cost or effectiveness may be of overriding importance
depending on the importance, relative size and
complexity of the delivery mechanisms.

Perhaps the greatest single factor determining the
ultimate effectiveness (and cost-effectiveness) of
watershed rehabilitation relates to the relative timing of
the original land use or ground disturbance and the onset
of erosion control activities (Kelsey et al. 1981).  A
simplified, schematic representation of this concept is
shown in Figure 18.  Some erosion features may be so
far advanced by the time treatment is contemplated that
they are either beyond one’s ability to effectively treat or
they are no longer generating significant quantities of
sediment.  For example, in the Copper Creek drainage
basin, 8 years after logging, nearly 50 percent of the
gully systems were no longer active (Weaver et al.
1982).  Those gullies which still carried their channel-
forming discharges were probably yielding sediment at
only a fraction of the initial rate following disturbance.

Depending on the timing of major storms, if roads
are not maintained, and cutover hillslopes and erosional
features in the park were allowed to remain untreated for
long periods of time (approximately 20-30 years), the
disturbance to soil and newly established vegetation
caused by rehabilitation activities could outweigh the
benefits derived from these erosion control efforts.  This
results from rapid revegetation and a rapid rise, and then
decline, in rates of elevated fluvial sediment production
following timber harvest and road construction in the
coastal region of northern California.  Where logging
roads could continue to cause stream diversions and
consequent gullying in the park, treatment benefits may
still outweigh impacts for several decades.  For these
reasons, it is critical either to plan and conduct land-use
practices in a fashion to strictly minimize subsequent
erosion, or to initiate rehabilitation and erosion control
work immediately upon completion of operations.  In
this manner, treatment costs can be substantially reduced
and the bulk of erosion may be avoided altogether.

Costs

Unlike factors which control the effectiveness of
rehabilitation work, those elements which influence costs
are more amenable to quantification and manipulation.
In practice, realistic project objectives are frequently
developed only after available financial resources have
been determined.  The stated program goal(s) indirectly
assign a desired minimum level of erosion control
protection the land manager is willing to accept.
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Figure 18. Schematic representation of fluvial erosion rates as affected by erosion control.  Diagram is simplified for
illustrative purposes.  It excludes such factors as the effect of major storms and the delayed occurrence of
mass movement processes following timber harvest.  All else constant, the greatest rates of post-harvest
erosion are expected in the first five years following land use.  Time scale is included only for general
reference.  Depending upon erosional processes, climatic conditions and land use history, each area will
display unique sediment yield curves.
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Specific objectives to work towards the goal(s), as well
as the intensity of work activity, are then established in
relationship to the funding available.

Several other considerations which affect the cost
of rehabilitation work include:   1)  the magnitude of
indirect costs (access, administrative overhead, profit,
supplies and materials, etc.) which do not specifically
result in attainment of objectives but which represent
unavoidable costs;   2)  subjective professional
judgement used to outline the problems and the desired
methods of rehabilitation; and   3)  the intensity of
rainfall or size of floods which erosion control
treatments are designed to successfully withstand.

Under some circumstances, indirect costs can
become prohibitively large.  Depending on the method of
contracting, costs not directly involved with onsite labor
and heavy-equipment erosion control work can exceed
50 percent of total rehabilitation expenditures for an area
(Kelsey and Stroud 1981).  Similarly, but on a smaller
scale, re-opening abandoned road systems to treat
continuing erosion problems along or adjacent to the
roads can also increase costs and have an adverse impact
on the cost-effectiveness of the overall effort.

Errors or differences in professional judgement
(generally the result of a lack of relevant experience) can
also result in rapid cost escalations which significantly
reduce rehabilitation cost-effectiveness.  For example, in
1977, and to a lesser extent in 1978, park project
supervisors perceived surface erosion to be a critical
problem on rehabilitation sites.  Extensive treatments
were applied to control this source of soil loss (Madej et
al. 1980).  In actuality, after close measurement and
subsequent field observations it was not found to be as
significant a process as originally thought (Weaver and
Seltenrich 1981).  While the treatments may have been
effective, they were also of very low cost-effectiveness
($/yd3 "saved").

Other professional judgements applied during
field operations can also affect levels of cost-
effectiveness.  For example, the use of drag-line cranes
or hydraulic excavators to perform stream-crossing
excavations may be needlessly expensive if the same
jobs could be done with equal effectiveness and at a
lower cost by more efficient machinery (e.g.,
bulldozers).  Similarly, most stream crossings in the
park, if excavated with 30 percent channel sideslopes,
show few, if any, post-rehabilitation slope stability
problems.  However, if the sideslopes would have been
equally as stable at 50 percent steepness, significantly

less soil could have been excavated at no measurable
loss of effectiveness.  Reductions in cost-effectiveness
attributable to errors in professional judgment can be
largely eliminated through increased experience, and
regular and repeated peer review conducted before,
during, and after field operations.

Due to the nature of physical and meteorologic
processes in northcoastal California, and high rates of
sediment production and yield, the ultimate test of
erosion control effectiveness is the large hydrologic
event.  To account for this, treatments must be designed
to accommodate high stream flows while still
minimizing project expenditures.  In the park, channel
protection devices and stream channel excavations are
currently constructed to withstand the calculated 20-year
return period runoff.

Significant increases in costs commonly
associated with small increases in treatment design
standards or minor improvements in effectiveness can
measurably lower rehabilitation cost-effectiveness.  For
example, 1500 cubic yards of fill might be excavated
from a stream crossing at a total cost of $4,500.
Assuming that all 1500 cubic yards would have been
eroded if the crossing had not been treated, the cost-
effectiveness of this excavation was $3.00 per cubic
year.  To stabilize the new channel and prevent local
downcutting and bank erosion, rock armor or check
dams could then be placed in the stream bed.  To prevent
an estimated additional loss of 100 cubic yards, $2,500
might be spent on this protective treatment.  The
comparable unit cost (cross-effectiveness) is then $25
per cubic year "saved" from erosion.  Clearly, the added
protection is accomplished at significantly reduced levels
of cost-effectiveness.  The decision to pursue such costly
measures depends on a number of factors including, but
not limited to, the nature of downstream or on-site
resources being protected.

Predicting Cost-effectiveness

Areas which display advanced erosion problems
may have evolved to the point where erosion control
work is no longer justified.  Also, an erosion problem
may be of lesser or greater significance than initially
perceived.  It is important, therefore, to predict or
estimate the cost-effectiveness of rehabilitation work
before it is conducted.  In this way, the greatest results
can be achieved with available funds.
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The prediction process involves five basic steps.
They include:  1)  delineating active versus inactive
erosion features;  2)  identifying potential sources of
future erosion;  3)  defining those problems which are
technically treatable;  4)  delineating those active or
potential erosion sources which are accessible by heavy
equipment, or whatever tools are needed to treat the
problems; and  5)  estimating the cost-effectiveness of
the proposed treatments.  The listed order of these steps
is one which logically follows the intensive geomorphic
mapping and erosion inventory which must precede
rehabilitation.  Of the currently active or potential
erosion sources identified in a watershed, it is likely that
only a fraction of these will be both accessible and
controllable, and many may no longer be cost-effectively
treated.

In erosion control work, prior determination of
cost-effectiveness and the decision whether or not to
treat an area hinges on an evaluation of:   1)  the
potential volume of sediment to be lost to erosion;   2)
the probability of occurrence for this sediment release;
3)  the expected rate of delivery or amortization period
over which soil loss would occur;   4) the expected
delivery ratio (the ratio of sediment yield to sediment
production); and finally,   5)  the cost associated with
access and effective treatment.  Although many of these
factors can only be qualitatively determined for many
sites, recognition of their importance and usefulness in
predicting the cost-effectiveness of proposed erosion
control work is paramount to making sound decisions
and defensible plans for watershed rehabilitation.

Relative Cost-effectiveness of Erosion
Control at Redwood National Park

Methods for Evaluating
Cost-effectiveness

Post-rehabilitation evaluation of completed work
is the greatest available tool for improving the
effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of general
approaches and specific techniques for erosion control.
For maximum benefit, it is critical to maintain detailed
accounting of work performance and costs during every
readily distinguishable phase or element of a project.
During the heavy equipment phase of rehabilitation work
in the park, project supervisors kept hourly and daily
records of where work was being done, the pieces of
equipment used, the job tasks (e.g., outsloping, waterbar
construction, etc.), the rate work was completed (e.g.,
ft/day, yd3/hr, etc.), the cost of each task (e.g., $/yd3),
and overall task performance and quality.  These detailed

records were used to determine the pieces or
combinations of equipment which were most cost-
effective for each task and the operators who were most
adept at this work.  Similarly, work and cost
documentation have been integral parts of all labor-
intensive rehabilitation work performed in the park (e.g.,
United States Department of Interior 1981b).

The most useful tools for evaluating the
effectiveness of erosion control techniques have been
those derived from field data and experience.  Repeated
photo-documentation, written notes and sketches based
on field observations collected during storms, and group
discussions and recommendations generated during
organized peer review sessions were qualitative methods
of evaluation which commonly resulted in improved
operating procedures.

Technical changes in erosion control work
generally evolve in response to a quantitative evaluation
of physical processes.  Techniques which have been used
to measure erosion and evaluate the physical
effectiveness of erosion control work in the park were
straight-forward and numerous.  For example, surface
erosion on treated and untreated sites was documented
with detailed hillslope cross-sections and rainfall-
runoff/erosion plots involving the use of sediment
collection troughs.  Pre- and post-rehabilitation channel
erosion was measured with cross-sections and
longitudinal profiles, accurate morphologic maps and
winter-storm discharge measurements.  Additionally,
detailed checklists have been used to document the
effectiveness of measures used to prevent or control both
surface and channel erosion.  Accurate topographic
surveys, stake lines, groundwater wells, piezometers and
detailed mapping have been used to monitor the response
of mass movement features to rehabilitation and other
environmental controls.

A modest program designed to measure the
absolute or relative effectiveness of various procedures
and techniques can pay for itself many times over.  In the
Redwood National Park rehabilitation program, less than
5 percent of the total erosion control budget is allocated
to an evaluation program, yet the results of monitoring
costs and effectiveness have provided a substantive basis
for making major changes in the direction, approach and
details of on-the-ground restoration (Sonnevil and
Weaver 1982; Hektner et al. 1982).
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Cost-effectiveness of Primary
Erosion Control Treatments

Erosion control work in Redwood National Park
is divided into primary and secondary treatments.  Those
elements designed to provide for the immediate
reduction of management-caused sediment production or
yield are considered primary treatments.  They are most
closely associated with the ultimate objectives of erosion
control and landscape rehabilitation.  They have
generally consisted of heavy equipment treatments such
as outsloping, road ripping, construction of cross-road
drains and waterbars, removal of soil and logging debris
from stream channels, landslide stabilization and stream
channel rediversions.  Most primary erosion control
practices used in the park were accomplished at a cost-
effectiveness of from $1 to $10 per cubic year ($/yd3) of
sediment removed or prevented from entering local
channels and being transported downstream (Table 1).

Disregarding the fact that the sources of increased
erosion are associated with a variety of failure
probabilities and subsequent delivery ratios, the cost-
effectiveness of treating these erosion problems can
vary over a range of two orders of magnitude, or more.
For example, by excavating fill-crossings on natural
stream channels, each cubic yard physically removed
represents an equal volume saved from future erosion
and sediment yield.  However, in diverting streams out
of rapidly eroding gullies and back into their natural
channels, each cubic yard excavated at the diversion
point could ultimately result in 10, 100 or more times
the savings in potential future erosion that might have
been generated by the untreated, active gully system.
Large, rapidly eroding gully systems can be totally
dewatered through simple, comparatively inexpensive
excavations at the source of the diversion (Teti 1982).
It may also be technically possible to treat some large
landslides at cost-effectiveness levels better than $1 -
$10 per cubic yard.  However, stabilization is typically
difficult and/or prohibitively expensive regardless of
overall cost-effectiveness.

The cost-effectiveness of some primary erosion
control treatments was unquantifiable (Table 1).
Commonly these treatments were intended to disperse
or restore concentrated surface runoff which could have
impacted gully and surface erosion rates as well as slope
stability.  Treatments such as waterbars, cross-road
drains and some forms of road outsloping were included
in this category.  Some treatments were intended to
fulfill other park goals in addition to controlling erosion.
These included road ripping, prairie road outslopping,

gully shaping on prairies, and work in areas which may
receive high visitor use.

Cost-effectiveness of Secondary
Erosion Control Treatments

Secondary erosion control practices are those
designed to minimize erosion from areas disturbed
during primary treatment.  They consist of a variety of
labor-intensive erosion control and revegetation
techniques, as well as heavy equipment work needed to
transport and place channel armor.  A listing of average
costs and the ranges of cost-effectiveness for secondary
erosion control techniques used in Redwood National
Park is shown in Tables 2 and 3.

Perhaps the most important information to be
gleaned from a comparison of the three tables are the
relative ranges of cost-effectiveness.  Primary erosion
control techniques used in the park are from one to three
orders of magnitude more cost-effective than secondary
treatments.  Similarly, on logged lands in Redwood
National Park, secondary treatments used to control
channel erosion (Table 2) are usually much more cost-
effective than treatments designed to control surface
erosion (Table 3).  This difference reflects the greater
importance and contribution of erosion from post-
rehabilitation channel scour and adjustment as
compared to surficial soil loss from bare areas.

Significantly, among methods designed to treat
similar erosion problems (e.g., sheet or rill erosion),
there may be well over an order of magnitude difference
in their relative cost-effectiveness (Table 3).  This
usually arises from large variations in the cost of
application rather than major differences in
effectiveness.  For example, in the park, straw mulch
and jute-secured straw mulch provided comparable
protection to bare slopes under 70 percent in steepness.
However, the high cost of installing jute makes this a
much less cost-effective treatment.  By definition,
maximizing cost-effectiveness entails a trade-off
between maximum effectiveness and minimum cost.  In
addressing erosion control problems, it must be
recognized that maximizing cost-effectiveness may
result in unwarranted compromises in treatment
effectiveness.

Some techniques may be only marginally
effective yet their cost-effectiveness is high. Grass
seeding, an inexpensive erosion control treatment, is
one such example (Table 3).  If the objective is
controlling surface erosion, a slightly more effective,
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Table 1. Cost-effectiveness of primary erosion control treatments used to prevent or minimize sediment
production and yield in Redwood National Park, 1978-1980.

Treatment Average Cost Paid in Park
($)(1)

Cost-Effectiveness Range
($/yd3 "saved") (2)

Road ripping (decompaction)
Construction of crossroad
drains(4)

350-450/mi

100-3000/mi

unquantified(3)

unquantified(5)

Waterbar construction on
skid-trails

machine constructed
hand-labor constructed

5-50 ea(6)

30-300 ea(7)
unquantified(5)

unquantified(5)

Forest road outsloping for
erosion control(8) 2500-9500/mi(9) 1-10(10)

Prairie road outsloping 7000/mi(11) unquantified(12)

Excavation of skid-trail
stream crossings

125-1350 ea(13) 1-10(10)

Excavation of logging and
stream crossings (14)

 - under 750 cubic yards
 - 750-1500 cubic yards
 - those requiring endhauling

2000 ea
3000-3500 ea

4000 ea

1-10(10)

1-10(10)

1-10(10)

Rediversion of streamflow
from gullies back into
natural stream channels

125-4000 ea(15) 0.1-0.5(16)

Gully stabilization (17) variable variable

Prairie gully obliteration variable unquantified(12)

Removal of perched debris
from the perimeter of yarder
pads and cable landings

1000-5000 ea(8) 1-10(10)

Large landslide excavations(18) 20,000-30,000 ea(19) 1-10(10)(20)

1. Cost based on 1978, 1979, and 1980 unpublished data.  "Average" depends o site conditions.
2. Primary goal of Redwood National Park program is to minimize management-related sediment production and

yield (i.e., to "save" soil from moving into stream channel systems and, eventually, downstream); no time frame
for the eventual occurrence of the erosion has been specified for these calculations although complete loss is
anticipated over a period from one decade, or less, to one century.  Cost-effectiveness calculation assumes total
loss, without reference to time.

3. Treatment results in increased rate of revegetation and reduced surface runoff, and produces an unknown decrease
in road surface, ditch, gully and downslope stream channel erosion.  Road fill failures may also be reduced by an
unknown quantity.
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 Table 1. Continued
 
 
4. Assumes construction every 150 feet, on average; cost range dependent on type of equipment (tractor, backhoe

and hydraulic excavator, in order of increasing unit costs).
5. Treatment results in reduced concentration of surface runoff and an unknown reduction in road surface, ditch, and

gully erosion from adjacent hillslopes.
6. Tractor-constructed waterbars, $5 to $20 each; backhoe-constructed waterbars, from $5 each for areas with good

access and requiring little travel time between work sites, to $50 each where access is poor (e.g., on steep slopes)
and results in high travel time.

7. Average cost was $60 each; range dependent on length and substrate hardness at each waterbar location.
8. Costs depend upon the concentration of organic debris and the amount of endhauling required; generally, up to 75

percent of the cost may be in debris removal while the remaining 25 percent is taken up by actual outsloping of
the landing.

9. Narrow roads using only tractor, $2500/mi; narrow roads using tractor and backhoe, $3000-$4000/mi; roads
across moderately steep terrain using tractor and hydraulic excavator, $5000-$7750/mi; roads built across steep,
unstable ground using a dragline crane and tractor, with some endhauling required, up to $9500/mi (all figures
include ripping costs, but do not include the expense of stream crossing excavations).

10. Assumes sediment production would have occurred had the excavation not been performed, and that erosion
would have been translated into sediment yield in adjacent stream channel systems.  Does not include benefits
realized from preventing future stream diversions, and associated gully erosion, which might have occurred
without treatment.  Unit costs for excavations from 1978-1980 varied from $3-$7/yd3 while from 1981-1983 costs
ranged from $1-$5/yd3.  This difference is a result of increased efficiency at performing excavations.

11. Full outsloping utilized tractor and hydraulic excavator.
12. The dual goals of rehabilitation on prairie or grassland areas included:   1)  erosion control and prevention, and

2)  scenic or site restoration of a high visitor-use area; thus the measure of cost-effectiveness used in this table
does not apply.

13. Costs dependent upon site accessibility; x = $400 for tractor and backhoe combination; x = $300 for tractor and
excavator tandum.

14. Excavations primarily performed by tractor and hydraulic excavator; some completed with dragline crane.
15. Cost of re-diversion is typically associated with stream crossing excavation at point of diversion.
16. Assumes diverted stream flow would continue to cause increased erosion and had not yet formed a stable,

noneroding channel.  Results derived from Teti (1982), Weaver et al. (1982), and unpublished Redwood National
Park data.

17. Treatments include armoring, check dams, bank protection, and gully headcut stabilization.  Costs and cost-
effectiveness dependent on type and extent of treatments applied, their effectiveness, and the expected rate of
erosion had the erosion control work not been accomplished (see also Table 3 for a more detailed discussion of
the cost-effectiveness of these methods).

18. Streamside landslides in the size class of 60,000 to 100,000 cubic yards, of which approximately 4500 to 7000
cubic yards (7 percent) are excavated from the crown region.  Other remedial measures may also be employed on
a site-specific basis, but those figures are not included in this analysis.

19. Cost includes endhauling a short distance to a local storage area (0.25 mile).
20. Assumes a one-to-one soil potential; that is, each cubic yard of material excavated from the slide mass is

considered one cubic year "saved" from eventual delivery to an adjacent stream channel.
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Table 2. Cost-effectiveness of secondary erosion control treatments used in Redwood National Park to minimize
or eliminate short-term post-rehabilitation channel scour.(1)

Channel Treatment(2) Cost-Effectiveness Range(3)

($/yd3 "saved")
Comments

Water ladders(4) 20 - 70(5) for short reaches

Brush check-dams(6) 10 - 30(7) short lived; for small
gullies

Small board check-dams(4) 10 - 30(8) highly effective; may
require maintenance

Large board check-dams(9) 30 - 50(10) very expensive; require
maintenance

Hand-placed rock armor(6) 20 - 70(11) limited to small channels;
low flow

Machine-placed rock armor 10 - 50(12) very effective; requires
good access

1. In certain circumstances, these techniques may also be considered primary treatments.  In the park, they are
typically employed at excavated skid-trail and logging-road stream crossings.

2. The treatments listed here are not interchangeable; each technique is best suited to a particular situation.  Thus,
treatments are not directly comparable in terms of cost-effectiveness.

3. Assumes treatment is 100 percent effective; most methods provide 60 percent to 90 percent effectiveness in the
first year of average rainfall, and a reduced effectiveness with time (with the possible exception of machine-
placed rock armor).  Cost-effectiveness would therefore be somewhat lower than that listed (i.e., higher $/yd3

value).  Figures refer to first year cost-effectiveness.
4. As used in the park, structures work best when confined to channels which carry a 20-year peak discharge of 6

cfs, or less.
5. Average cost = $700 (1978 data) for 30 ft structure; erosion prevented = 10-40 yds3.  A more cost-effective

treatment would be to excavate a small channel.
6. As used in the park, treatments work best with flows of 2 cfs, or less.  Brush dams are used mostly in narrow

gullies, not in excavated stream crossings.
7. Treatment cost for 60 ft channel (9 dams) = $135.  (1981 wage rates); erosion prevented = 5-20 yds3.
8. Average cost for a 60 ft channel (9 dams) = $320.  (1978-1979 data); erosion prevented = 10-40 yds3.
9. As used in the park, large-board dams work best when used on channels which carry a 20-year peak discharge of

20-30 cfs, or less.
10. Cost to treat a 200 ft channel = $9450.  (13 dams on a 1980 work site; includes first year maintenance costs);

erosion prevented = 200-300 yds3, based on nearby untreated crossings.
11. Average cost to armor a 60 ft channel = $370.  (1978-1979 data); erosion prevented = 5-20 yds3.  Cost assumes

rock is available on site.
12. 1980 cost to rock a large, 275 ft channel = $4180 (includes blasting and rock delivery; size = 6-18 in.); erosion

prevented = 200-300 yds3.  Mean cost to treat 12 crossings (avg. 65ft long) = $530; erosion prevented = 10-40
yds3.
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Table 3. Average costs and first year cost-effectiveness of secondary treatments used to control surface erosion in
Redwood National Park.

Treatment Mean cost(1)

($/10,000 ft2)

Cost-effectiveness
to prevent rain
splash erosion (2)(3)

($/yd3 "saved")

Cost-effectiveness
to control rill
erosion (2)(4)

($/yd3 "saved")
Contour Trenches(5) 430 NO DATA (ND) NO DATA (ND)

Wooded Terraces(5) 668 ND ND

Ravel Catchers(5) 590 ND ND

Wattles(5) 2500 ND ND

Grass-Legume Seed
with Fertilizer 99 95 ND

Hydroseed 514 430 ND

Straw mulch
(8000 lb/acre)(6) 275 195 5

Jute-secured straw
mulch (8000 lb/acre) 2360 1575(7) 45(7)

Excelsior Blankets 1970(8) 1315(7) 40(7)

Wood Chips 950 ND 145

1. Based on 1978 and 1979 data.
2. Cost-effectiveness is computed by dividing mean treatment cost by the product of potential or estimated erosion

and measured treatment effectiveness.  For example, grass-legume seeding cost $99/10,000 ft2 and, in our plot
studies controls about 70 percent of the first year surface erosion (compared to control plots).  If 1.5 yds3 would
have been eroded from the untreated area, cost-effectiveness = 99/(1.5 x 0.7) = 95.

3. Computations based on treating a 100-foot long stream crossing excavation with bare, 50-foot-long side-slopes at
a 45 percent gradient (total area = 10,000 ft2).  Potential volume of erosion from this area is assumed to be 1.5
yds3 (all of which would leave the slope and enter the adjacent stream channel system) until living ground cover
is established.  This volume is somewhat in excess of erosion rates measured from sediment trough studies from
similar settings within the park and produces conservative or "better-than-probable" values of cost-effectiveness.

4. Computations based on a 200-foot-wide by 50-foot-long slope at a 50 percent gradient (10,000 ft2) subjected to
concentrated surface runoff for one winter.  Volume of erosion from this area without treatment is assumed to be
50 yds3.  These figures were obtained from slope treatment plots (20-foot-wide X 50-foot-long) with measured
cross-sections.

5. Quantitative data concerning the effectiveness of contour terrace structures is not available.  However, by
definition these structures could not prevent rainsplash erosion.  Additionally, field observations showed that,
although these treatments all caused the deposition of sediment, they often concentrated surface runoff which
resulted in some rill erosion.  Thus, for this reason, and because of their high installation cost, the use of contour
terrace structures was discontinued before quantitative tests were established.  Treatments are listed for cost
comparison only.

6. Straw mulch is routinely applied at an application rate of 6000 lb/acre and has been the dominant treatment to
control surface erosion since 1980.  8000 lb/acre was inadvertently used for plot studies.

7. Jute-secured straw and excelsior blankets are of roughly equal effectiveness.
8. Based on 1980 purchase data and 1979 installation costs.
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less cost-effective method could be chosen (e.g., straw
mulch).  Likewise, jute-secured straw mulch may be the
most cost-effective technique in circumstances where
other treatments provide an unacceptably low level of
effectiveness (e.g., on slopes steeper than 70 percent;
Weaver and Seltenrick 1981).

Secondary treatments are characterized by one or
more factors which significantly limit their ultimate
cost-effectiveness.  They include:  1)  the volume of
potential erosion being prevented is usually small when
compared to the volume treated during primary or heavy
equipment rehabilitation work;  2)  by nature, the total
cost of a task performed by manual labor can be
extremely high when compared to costs for performing
the same types of work with machines; and  3)  the
products of labor techniques are commonly plagued by
either limited life-spans, limited capacity or resiliency
or, in the case of revegetation, delayed effectiveness.  If
program objectives demand short-, immediate-, and
long-term protection, such practices can be justified.  If
short-term increases in sediment production would
endanger downstream riparian or aquatic resources in
need of protection, then labor-intensive treatments are
essential (Teti 1982).  However, if ultimate concerns are
only focused on the long-term reduction of accelerated
sediment yields, many of the secondary treatments listed
in Tables 2 and 3 would not be cost-effective.

Finally, labor costs can represent a large
percentage of watershed rehabilitation expenditures.  On
four 50-acre to 200-acre cutover areas treated in 1978
and 1979, labor costs alone ranged from $20,000 to over
$80,000 each and comprised from 75 percent to 95
percent of the total project costs (Madej et al. 1980;
Kelsey and Stroud 1981).  In more recent work at the
park, labor intensive erosion control activities have
accounted for less than 25 percent of project costs.  This
reflects increased emphasis of the more cost-effective
heavy equipment operations and narrowing of
secondary erosion control treatments to those
inexpensive treatments which provide adequate
protection (e.g., straw mulch).

Four methods have been used to complete labor
work in the park (Sonnevil and Weaver 1982).  In order
of increasing cost-effectiveness, they are:  1)  request
for proposal (RPF), cost-reimbursement contract;  2)
request for proposal (RFP), fixed price service contract;
3)  direct labor hiring (if done on a temporary or part-
time basis); and  4) invitation for bid (IFB), fixed price
service contract.  Although the incentive to do a rapid,

inexpensive, and effective job is greatest with the
competitively bid, IFB, fixed price service contract,
administrative delays and legal requirements can
sometimes make their use impractical when erosion
control work must be completed prior to the
commencement of winter rains.  Hiring a part-time
labor force allows the application of secondary
treatments immediately following heavy equipment
operations.  However, the need for training and a
comparatively lesser incentive to maximize work
efficiency can increase the costs of this method.  Thus,
in-house labor must be temporary, well trained and well
supervised or motivated to be cost-effective.  The
necessity to utilize special labor groups (including
unemployed woods-workers, disabled workers and
youth groups), as dictated by authorizing legislation for
the rehabilitation program, has been a big factor in
determining how in-house labor work has been done in
the park.  As a result, more detailed analyses of the cost-
effectiveness of open market, direct labor hiring,
especially as it compares to contracting for similar
erosion control work, awaits further study.

Summary and Conclusion

A number of factors have affected the cost-
effectiveness of erosion control work conducted at
Redwood National Park.  Here, as elsewhere, cost-
effectiveness can only be evaluated in terms of
achieving clearly defined objectives within the
framework of overall program goals and available
funds.  Controls on cost-effectiveness have been shown
to depend upon the static or dynamic nature of short-
term objectives and long-term goals, the mechanisms
and "controlability" of sediment sources, and a variety
of factors which show variation through time.  These
include the protection provided by revegetation and
structural erosion control measures, and rates of post-
disturbance sediment production and yield.  Erosion
control treatments can be selectively prescribed to
provide short-, intermediate- and long-term protection
to a site.  Applications which ignore any of these time
frames may fall short of meeting the primary objectives.

Prevention is clearly the least costly and most
effective method for minimizing increased erosion and
sediment yield.  However, where corrective work is
needed, quantitative predictions of erosion control cost-
effectiveness can result in significant savings.  Only
those projects which can be completed within
acceptable levels of cost and with beneficial results need
be carried out.  Cost-effectiveness calculations used in
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the parks’ program allow short-term comparisons
between measures as widely divergent as the dewatering
of gully systems, stream channel excavations, channel
armoring, check damming, mulching, and grass seeding.

Evaluations of the cost-effectiveness of specific
primary and secondary treatments used in Redwood
National Park show in excess of three orders of
magnitude potential difference between the various
techniques.  Due to this large variation, extra efforts are
now taken on park projects to complete the cost-
effective primary treatments to the fullest extent
possible.  This reduces the amount of secondary
protection needed to attain maximum overall cost-
effectiveness.  In many cases, adequate primary
treatment may actually obviate the need for further
protection at little or no loss of effectiveness.

Work at the park has shown that a successful
erosion control program requires an evaluation and
monitoring program which continually feeds
information and findings back into ongoing
rehabilitation work.  Acceptable levels of cost-
effectiveness can only be assured through the
quantitative documentation of erosion processes and
erosion control effectiveness.  Accurate, detailed
accounting of procedures, work elements and associated
unit costs can then be used to establish the cost-
effectiveness of watershed rehabilitation for erosion
control.
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